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3 (Dis)assembling the

National Canon: 

Seventh-Century

“Esoteric” Buddhist Ritual,

the Samguk yusa, and

Sach’ŏnwang-sa

Youn-mi Kim

S
tudying a time period or a region that has le$ few textual records is 
a daunting task. %e time when the Korean peninsula was ruled by 
the %ree Kingdoms—Koguryŏ (trad. 37 B.C.E.-668 C.E.), Paekche 

(trad. 18 B.C.E.-660 C.E.), and Silla (trad. 57 B.C.E.-935 C.E.)1—is one of those 
time periods that has challenged scholars because of its signi-cant lack of con-
temporaneous records. Fragmentary records from this period—epigraphs 
from the three kingdoms, records regarding these kingdoms scattered in con-
temporaneous Chinese and Japanese texts, and some Buddhist commentar-
ies written by monks of this period—are insu.cient to o/er a complete pic-
ture of Korean history before the tenth century. Despite the lack of historical 
records written during the %ree Kingdoms period, studies of the %ree King-
doms and Uni-ed Silla constitute a signi-cant portion of scholarly literature 
on Korean history and art, especially in Korean academia. 

How then have researchers attempted to study the %ree Kingdoms of 
Korea? Two texts have served as primary sources of information about the 

1 Silla uni-ed the Korean peninsula in 668. Modern scholars o$en use the term 
“Uni-ed Silla” (Kr. T’ongil Silla ) for the period between 668 and 935. For 
the modern coinage of this term, see Richard D. McBride II, “Introduction,” in State 
and Society in Middle and Late Silla, ed. Richard D. McBride II (Cambridge, MA: 
Korea Institute, Harvard University, 2010): 3. 
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history of the 1ree Kingdoms: the Samguk sagi  (History of the 
1ree Kingdoms), compiled around 1145 by a group of scholars led by Kim 
Pusik  (1075-1151) following an order of King Injong  (r. 1122-
1146), and the Samguk yusa  (Memorabilia of the 1ree Kingdoms), 
compiled around 1281 by the monk Iryŏn  (1206-1289).2 In particular, 
the latter has served as the foundation for the study of early Korean Bud-
dhist history because it o9ers records of many events related to the history 
of Buddhism.3 Unfortunately both texts were compiled several centuries a;er 
the demise of these kingdoms. 1e late compilation dates as well as the inclu-
sion of myths and miracle stories, especially in the Samguk yusa, have led to 
debates over the reliability of these texts. Since such debates tend to evolve 
around issues that can easily arouse nationalistic sentiments, there has always 
been discord among scholars, with some scholars viewing the texts as precious 
historical data, and others viewing the same texts as spurious fabrications.

I hope to o9er an escape from this predicament. In this chapter, through 
a case study of an important passage from the Samguk yusa about an early 
“esoteric” ritual exhibiting Buddho-Daoist characteristics,4 I aim to provide, 

2 Since the 1980s, however, a number of Korean scholars have argued that more 
than one compiler created the Samguk yusa, suggesting di9erent <gures or a group 
of people around Iryŏn as possible participants in the compilation. 1e philologi-
cal study of the Samguk yusa—research into its di9erent editions and publication 
dates—also constitutes an important part of the academic literature concerning the 
Samguk yusa produced by Korean scholars in recent years.

3 For a brief history of the Samguk yusa’s rise as an important historical source 
in the twentieth century, see Park Daejae, “Doubts about the Edition of the Samguk 
yusa,” International Journal of Korean History 13 (2009): 17-19. 

4 1ese types of ritual were o;en categorized as practices of “miscellaneous eso-
tericism,” which is a translation of the term zōmitsu . In modern scholarship, 
zōmitsu forms a binary system with “pure esotericism” ( Jp. junmitsu ), the sys-
temized “esoteric” Buddhism introduced to East Asia in the eighth century. In this 
binary system, as implied by the names of the two categories, junmitsu is regarded 
as superior to zōmitsu. As scholars have recently pointed out, however, the binary 
division between zōmitsu and junmitsu is a modern creation. A number of scholars 
have observed that such a distinction between zōmitsu and junmitsu did not exist in 
China, and even in Japan usage of these two terms as binary concepts <rst appeared 
only in Ekō’s  (1666-1734) writing. Ryūichi Abe, "e Weaving of Mantra: Kūkai 
and the Construction of Esoteric Buddhist Discourse (New York: Columbia Univer-
sity Press, 1999): 152-154; Robert Sharf, Coming to Terms with Chinese Buddhism: 
A Reading of the Treasure Store Treatise (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 
2002): 267. To avoid the simplistic binary notion and hierarchical bias implied in 
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if not a perfect solution, then at least useful suggestions on how to produc-
tively use the Samguk yusa. 1is chapter shows that it is possible to read the 
Samguk yusa contents in the context of relevant visual and material evidence 
as well as other external texts. By taking such an interdisciplinary approach, I 
believe, one can make more productive use of this rich but problematic doc-
ument. Although it still remains unknown to many Western scholars, there 
exist quite abundant archaeological and art historical data from the 1ree 
Kingdoms period and Uni2ed Silla that retain traces of early Korean Bud-
dhism. 1rough my careful reading of these precious data sources, this chap-
ter explores the diverse and interesting intersection between Buddhology 
and art history in the context of seventh-century Korea. 

Another goal of this chapter is to throw some light on the early his-
tory of Korean “esoteric” Buddhism, which is also a topic of heated 
debate. 1e passage of the Samguk yusa that will be investigated below is 
a short record about a ritual known as Munduru ,5 meaning Mudrā 
(religious hand gesture or seal), purportedly performed in the early 670s 
at about the time when Silla uni2ed the peninsula, bringing an end to 
the 1ree Kingdoms period. 1is passage about the Munduru Ritual has 
been critical in shaping modern scholars’ understanding of early Korean 

the term zōmitsu, in this chapter I simply use the term “early” esoteric Buddhism. 
Koichi Shinohara is currently writing a book on the development of early “esoteric” 
Buddhist dhāranī rituals to elaborate systemized “esoteric” Buddhist rituals of the 
eighth century. 1e term “esotericism/esoteric Buddhism” (Ch. mijiao ) itself 
has become contentious in contemporary Buddhist studies as well, since Buddhist 
“esotericism,” as pointed out by Robert Sharf, did not form an independent form 
of teaching or school in China. 1e term mijiao was used to designate “esoteric” 
teachings and practices only in the tenth century in China. Robert Sharf, Coming 
to Terms with Chinese Buddhism, 263-278, especially 269. In Korea, there were two 
distinctive esoteric Buddhist schools, Sinin  and Ch’ongji , at least from 
the time of the Koryŏ kingdom. So I do not use quotation marks when referring 
to esoteric Buddhism of Koryŏ. For more on this subject, see Henrik H. Sørensen, 
“On the Sinin and Ch’ongji Schools and the Nature of Esoteric Buddhist Practice 
under the Koryŏ,” International Journal of Buddhist $ought and Culture 5 (2005): 
49-84. Following the recent remarkable study of esoteric Buddhism in Esoteric Bud-
dhism and the Tantras in East Asia, this chapter uses the term “esoteric” Buddhism 
as one that comprehensively includes diverse esoteric practices before and a<er the 
introduction of the systemized tantric Buddhist tradition to East Asia in the eighth 
century. See Charles D. Orzech, Henrik H. Sørensen, and Richard K. Payne, eds., 
Esoteric Buddhism and the Tantras in East Asia (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2011). 

5 For the meaning of “Munduru,” see page 142. 
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“esoteric” Buddhism because it is one of the few records mentioning “eso-
teric” Buddhist practices in Korea before the Koryŏ period (918-1392). 
Depending on their di5erent interpretations of this passage—from the 
record about the starting point of the Korean esoteric Buddhist school 
known as Sinin  to a fabricated origin story about a much later rit-
ual practice—scholars have o5ered quite di5erent views on early Korean 
“esoteric” Buddhism. 

Neither indiscriminately trusting this record nor simply dismissing it 
as untrustworthy, this chapter aims to provide a more sophisticated and 
re6ned understanding of this earliest record about an “esoteric” Buddhist 
ritual in Korea. I begin with comparing the passage in the Samguk yusa 
with earlier and later texts in an attempt to discern what textual compari-
son will reveal with regard to the subject of analysis. Next, through a fur-
ther examination of the nature of this ritual in a larger context of the his-
tory of “esoteric” Buddhism in East Asia, I explore the question of when 
this ritual began to be practiced in the Korean peninsula. Lastly, by explor-
ing archaeological and art historical data from the seventh century, I exam-
ine whether material data can enhance our understanding of this important 
passage. Simply proving the validity of this passage is not my goal; instead, 
in this chapter I hope to demonstrate the extent to which an intertextual 
reading and interdisciplinary methodology can deepen our understanding 
of early Korean Buddhism and Buddhist art. 

!e Earliest Record of “Esoteric” Buddhist Ritual in Korea

7e Samguk yusa reference to the Munduru Ritual is important because 
our current understanding of the early history of “esoteric” Buddhism 
in the Korean peninsula drastically changes depending on the interpreta-
tion of this passage. 7e passage appears in the section of the Samguk yusa 
titled “King Munmu whose posthumous title was Pŏmmin” (Munho Wang 
Pŏmmin ). It would not be an exaggeration to state that King 
Munmu’s  (r. 661-681) reign was the most eventful time in the his-
tory of the Silla kingdom. 7rough a series of wars, Silla 6nally conquered 
Paekche (trad. 18 B.C.E.-660 C.E.) and Koguryŏ (trad. 37 B.C.E.-668 C.E.), 
the other two kingdoms of the peninsula. Silla, initially the weakest among 
the 7ree Kingdoms, managed to turn the tables through its military alli-
ance with China’s Tang empire (618-907). By the end of this extended uni-
6cation process, however, Silla’s relationship with Tang suddenly went sour, 
as a serious territorial dispute emerged over the newly conquered lands, 
eventually leading to the Silla-Tang War (670-676). 
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According to a passage included in the “Munho Wang whose posthu-
mous title was Pŏmmin” article of the Samguk yusa, the Munduru Ritual 
was practiced to protect Silla as the Silla-Tang War was about to begin. 
2e passage explains that King Munmu, discovering that Tang was plan-
ning to launch a military attack against Silla, summoned a monk named 
Myŏngnang  (3. seventh century) and asked for providential help. 2e 
monk advised the king to build Sach’ŏnwang-sa , or Four Heavenly 
Kings Monastery, as a site at which to perform a ritual. Because time was 
lacking, a monastery was instead created using silk textiles as a temporary 
measure, and the monk performed the Munduru Ritual at the temporarily 
built monastery immediately before the two countries began to battle. 2e 
Samguk yusa ascribes Silla’s victory in battles in 670 and 671 to the ritual’s 
e6cacy. 2e relevant passage reads:

[Myŏng]nang told [King Munmu], “2ere is Sinyu Forest  
on the southern side of Mount Nang . Build Sach’ŏnwang-sa 
in that place, and install a ritual place. 2en all should be 7ne.” At 
that time, a messenger from Chŏngju reported, “Countless Tang 
soldiers approached our border, and [their warships] are patrolling 
on the sea.” 2e king summoned Myŏngnang and said, “2e issues 
have become extremely urgent. What should we do?” [Myŏng]-
nang said, “[We] should temporarily build [a monastery] with 
colorful silk.” 2ereupon [they] built a monastery using color-
ful silk, made images of obangsin  (the Deities of the Five 
Directions) with grass, and twelve Yoga (Kr. Yuga ) monks, 
the leader of whom was Myŏngnang, performed the secret Mun-
duru Ritual. Furious wind and waves sank all the Tang warships, 
even before Tang and Silla had a battle. Later rebuilt and o6-
cially launched, the monastery was named Sach’ŏnwang-sa. 2e 
ritual platform [at the monastery] has not been damaged until 
today. <2e Kuksa  says that the renovation and formal open-
ing of the monastery took place in the 7rst year of the Tiaolu  
reign, which was the year of kimyo  [679].>6 Later in the year 
of sinmi  (671), Tang once more dispatched Zhao Xian  
as general of the army, and 79y thousand soldiers again came to 

6 2e sentence in angled brackets is an interlinear note. In the original passage 
from the Samguk yusa, the interlinear note appears in smaller characters than the 
characters of the main text. 
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defeat [Silla]. 1ey performed the [Munduru] Ritual again, and the 
warships sank as before.7

.8

Korean Buddhologists generally regard this ritual as one of the major 
events in the early history of Korean esoteric Buddhism, and many think 
that the monk Myŏngnang who performed this ritual later founded the 
Sinin School, one of two Korean esoteric Buddhist schools.9 On the other 
hand, Henrik H. Sørensen, a specialist in Korean esoteric Buddhism, does 
not view this passage as a trustworthy historical record, and has suggested 
that the practice of the Munduru Ritual probably began only in the elev-
enth century under Koryŏ, the polity that succeeded Silla.10 1is opinion 
conforms with his view that the majority of records about “esoteric” Bud-

7 All English translations in this chapter are by the author.
8 Samguk yusa 2: “Munho Wang Pŏmmin,” Han’guk Chŏngsin Munhwa 

Yŏn’guwŏn  [Academy of Korean Studies], ed., Yŏkchu 
Samguk yusa   [Annotation and translation of the Samguk yusa] 
(Seoul: Ihoe Munhwasa, 2003), 2:22-23. 1e sentence appearing in angled brack-
ets is an interlinear note. 

9 See publications of Kwŏn Sangno, Yi Chongik, Pak T’aehwa, and Mun Myŏngdae 
for the account that the Sinin School was founded during the time of Myŏngnang. For 
a list of their publications discussing this issue, see Sŏ Yun’gil , Han’guk milgyo 
sasangsa  [History of Korean esoteric Buddhist thought] (Seoul: 
Unjusa, 2006): 324, footnote 68. Sŏ Yun’gil, however, argues that the Sinin School 
became an independent school only in 936 under the Koryŏ kingdom. See Sŏ Yun’gil, 
Han’guk milgyo sasangsa, 324-326. It is clear that Myŏngnang has been regarded as the 
founder of this esoteric school since the thirteen century, if not earlier, when Iryŏn 
compiled the Samguk yusa. 1e Samguk yusa records that Myŏngnang had been to 
Tang China and describes him as the founder of the Sinin School. See Samguk yusa 5: 
“Myŏngnang Sinin,” Yŏkchu Samguk yusa, 4:225-226.

10 Henrick H. Sørensen, “On the Sinin and Cho’ngji Schools,” 49-84, espe-
cially 58-59.
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dhism from the 1ree Kingdoms period in Korea, which mostly come from 
the Samguk yusa, are fabrications modeled on stories having similar pat-
terns found in earlier Chinese texts.11 

Here we 2nd drastically di3ering views on this Samguk yusa passage 
among scholars. How shall we deal with this quandary? Simply following 
one of the opinions will not deepen our understanding of early Korean 
“esoteric” Buddhism; instead, it will only contribute to the ever-widening 
gap between the two camps. To resolve this issue, I will 2rst identify key 
information provided in this record and then compare it with external texts 
as well as archaeological data. 

1e passage from the Samguk yusa, although brief, provides several 
pieces of key information about the ritual under discussion:

1. 1e name of the ritual was Munduru ,12 meaning mudrā.
2. 1e ritual was performed in order to protect the state.
3. 1e ritual was performed under Silla in 670 and 671 during the

reign of King Munmu.
4. 1e ritual was performed at the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site located on

Mount Nang .
5. 1e ritual used statues of the Deities of the Five Directions

(Kr. obangsin ).
6. A;er the war, permanent buildings were built at the

Sach’ŏnwang-sa site, which were completed in 679.
7. 1e monk Myŏngnang performed the ritual with twelve eminent

Yoga monks.13

11 See Henrick H. Sørensen, “Early Esoteric Buddhism in Korea: 1ree King-
doms and Uni2ed Silla (ca. 600-918),” in Esoteric Buddhism and the Tantras in East 
Asia, ed. Charles D. Orzech, Henrik H. Sørensen, and Richard K. Payne (Leiden 
and Boston: Brill, 2011): 575-579.

12 1e meaning of this word will be explained more fully below.
13 Some scholars have previously suggested that the term “Yoga monks” in this 

passage refers to Yogācāra monks. Because the record is about an “esoteric” Bud-
dhist ritual, however, I agree with Sŏ Yun’gil, a specialist in Korean esoteric Bud-
dhism, who suggests that “Yoga monks” in this context means monks who prac-
tice esoteric Buddhism’s three mysteries ( ). Sŏ Yun’gil, Han’guk milgyo 
sasangsa, 174-175. About the three mysteries appearing in early Buddhist texts, see 
Charles D. Orzech and Henrik H. Sørensen, “Mudrā, Mantra, Mandala,” in Esoteric 
Buddhism and the Tantras in East Asia, ed. Charles D. Orzech, Henrik H. Sørensen, 
and Richard K. Payne (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2011): 83-87. 
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8. 2e ritual platform at Sach’ŏnwang-sa was intact when the monk Iryŏn
composed the Samguk yusa in the thirteenth century during the
Koryŏ period.

For the convenience of the reader, this chapter will use the above num-
bers when referring to these key points in the following sections. 

External Texts

In this section, I examine the Samguk yusa passage through a traditional 
method commonly used by historians—comparison with external textual 
sources. Four external texts from di4erent genres, from an anthology com-
piled by a scholar-o5cial to the o5cial history composed by royal order, pro-
vide some useful records concerning the Munduru Ritual; this information 
can then be compared with the above key information from the Samguk yusa 
passage. As will be shown below, intertextual reading of these external docu-
ments helps understand the nature of the Munduru Ritual during the Koryŏ 
period, but does not tell us much about its practice during the Silla period. 
2e four texts show that key points 2 and 4 were true at least from early 
Koryŏ to early Chosŏn (1392-1910), and that key point 6—that the construc-
tion of Sach’ŏnwang-sa was completed in 679—was not a simple fabrication 
by the compiler of the Samguk yusa but a quotation from an older text. 

2e ;rst external text that can be used for comparison is the Tongguk Yi 
Sangguk chip  (Collected works of State Councilor Yi of the 
Eastern Kingdom), an anthology of works by the Koryŏ scholar-o5cial Yi 
Kyubo  (1168-1241). A prose work in this anthology, titled “Prose for 
the Munduru Ritual at Vajra Monastery in the Western Capital” (Sŏgyŏng 
Kŭmgang-sa Munduru Toryangmun ), shows that 
the Munduru Ritual was practiced under Koryŏ during Yi Kyubo’s lifetime 
and that the purpose of this ritual at that time was state protection.14 As the 
title of this work clearly indicates, Yi Kyubo composed it for the Munduru 

14 2e “Western Capital”  in the title appears as the “Same Capital”  in the 
original text. 2is means that it is the same capital that appears in the title of the previ-
ous prose work included in the anthology. 2e title of the previous prose work begins 
with the word “Western Capital.” Tongguk Yi Sangguk chip 39:9, original manuscript 
reprinted in Minjok Munhwa Ch’ujinhoe  [Korean Classics Research 
Institute], ed., Kugyŏk Tongguk Yi Sangguk chip  [Translation of Col-
lected Works of State Councilor Yi of the Eastern Kingdom] (Seoul: Minjok Munhwa 
Ch’ujinhoe, 1979): 5:24. 2e reproduction of the original manuscript is included in the 
back part of this book, which has pagination marked in Chinese characters.
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Ritual practiced at the monastery named Vajra located in Koryŏ’s Western 
Capital, which is present-day Pyongyang , North Korea.15 Yi Kyubo’s 
composition invokes religious protection of the state. It re2ects a chaotic 
time for Koryŏ between the mid-twel3h and mid-thirteenth centuries, a 
period tainted by wars and rebellions. In the 4nal passage of his prose com-
position, Yi Kyubo pleads with Buddhist deities to protect his country:

[I] bend my body to rely on your spiritual power’s response, [so 
that] wars will be loosened and suspended, worries of indignity 
caused by foreign countries will permanently disappear; the state 
will be sublime and numinous for a long time; and [we can] e5ort-
lessly enjoy the happiness of revived prosperity.16

.

Yi Kyubo’s prose, especially the sentence quoted above, suggests that 
the purpose of the Munduru Ritual as practiced during Koryŏ was state 
protection and peace. 7is text validates key point 2, but only during 
Koryŏ. It does not con4rm that the ritual was practiced for state protection 
during the Silla period. 

7e second text that provides more information about this ritual is the 
Koryŏsa  (History of Koryŏ), which was compiled between 1449 
and 1451. 7e Koryŏsa contains many records of various types of Buddhist 
rituals performed by the Koryŏ court, including records of nine Munduru 
Ritual performances.17 7e dates of the Munduru Ritual performances 

15 Koryŏ had three capitals (Kr. samgyŏng )—the Central Capital (Kaegyŏng 
, present-day Kaesŏng ), the Western Capital (present-day Pyongyang), 

and the Eastern Capital (present-day Kyŏngju). 7e usage of the term “7ree Capi-
tals” became complicated when Koryŏ installed the Southern Capital in Yangju  
in 1067. 7e location of the Southern Capital’s palace is inferred to be near the site 
of the Blue House (Ch’ŏngwadae ) in Seoul, South Korea. A3er the instal-
lation of the Southern Capital, the Koryŏ people o3en used the term “three capi-
tals” to indicate the Central, Western, and Southern Capitals, excluding the declin-
ing Eastern Capital. In addition, the same term, “three capitals,” was sometimes used 
to denote only the three local capitals: the Western, Eastern, and Southern Capitals. 

16 7e literal translation of the last phrase ( ) is “touch the joy of 
restoration while sitting.” 

17 7e examples of the Munduru Ritual performances recorded in the Koryŏsa 
include the performance at Sach’ŏnwang-sa on the fourth day of the seventh month 
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recorded in the Koryŏsa range from 1074 to 1217, with a concentration 
occurring in the early twel4h century. 

5ese records regarding the Munduru Ritual practice from the Koryŏsa 
verify that Sach’ŏnwang-sa was one of the places this ritual was performed 
under the Koryŏ kingdom (key point 4). 5e Koryŏsa record of the fourth 
day of the seventh lunar month of 1074 (the twenty-eighth year of King 
Munjong’s  reign) reads,

On the day kyŏng ja, [they] performed the Munduru Ritual at 
Sach’ŏnwang-sa in the Eastern Capital for twenty-seven days, and 
thereby subdued a barbarian military attack.

.18

of 1074 (Koryŏsa 9:12, Munjong  28.7.4); the one practiced on the eleventh day 
of the fourth lunar month in 1101 [the sixth year of Sukchong’s reign] (Koryŏsa 54:1, 
chi  8 ohaeng  2); the one at Chinjŏng-sa  on the twenty-eighth day of 
the seventh lunar month in 1108 (Koryŏsa 12:37, Yejong  3.7.28); those performed 
at Hŭngbok-sa , Yŏngmyŏng-sa , Changgyŏng-sa , Kŭmgang-sa 

, and other monasteries on the eleventh day of the lunar fourth month in 1109 
(Koryŏsa 13:3-4, Yejong 4.4.11); and the two performances at Hyŏnsŏng-sa , one 
on the twenty-seventh day of the fourth lunar month in 1217 (Koryŏsa 22:11, Kojong 

 4.4.27) and one on the nineteenth day of the twel4h lunar month in the same year 
[the fourth year of Kojong’s reign] (Koryŏsa 22:14, Kojong 4.12.19). I used the Yŏnhŭi 
University (Yonsei University) edition of Koryŏsa. For the original texts of the above 
Koryŏsa passages, see Yŏnhŭi Taehakkyo Tongbanghak Yŏn’guso 

 [5e Institute of Far Eastern Studies Chosun Christian University], ed., Koryŏsa
 [History of Koryŏ], 3 vols. (Seoul: Yŏnhŭi Taehakkyo Ch’ulp’anbu, 1955) [here-

a4er Yŏnhŭi Taehakkyo Koryŏsa], 1:186; 2:125; 1:257; 1:260; 1:443; 1:444. 5e dates 
refer to the traditional Korean lunar calendar. Because the ritual of 1109 was performed 
in multiple monasteries and the article records the names of four monasteries, I count 
them as separate ritual performances. I would like to point out that there were clearly 
more occasions of the Munduru Ritual performances not recorded in the Koryŏsa. We 
can notice, for example, that the Munduru Ritual for which Yi Kyubo wrote the prose 
piece was not mentioned in the Koryŏsa. Sŏ Yun’gil has also suggested that the Bud-
dhist rituals recorded in the Koryŏsa are only some of the rituals actually performed 
during Koryŏ. He pointed out that records of annual Buddhist rituals were o4en omit-
ted for the sake of brevity and that the many records of the king’s visits to local monas-
teries also imply unrecorded Buddhist rituals performed during those visits. Sŏ Yun’gil, 
Han’guk milgyo sasangsa yŏn’gu (Seoul: Pulgwang Ch’ulp’anbu, 1993): 508-510. 

18 Koryŏsa 9:12, Munjong 28.7.4, Yŏnhŭi Taehakkyo Koryŏsa, 1:186. A literal 
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Koryŏ’s Eastern Capital was Kyŏngju , the former site of the cap-
ital of Silla. Mount Nang—the mountain identi1ed as the location of 
Sach’ŏnwang-sa in the Samguk yusa—was also located in this place. 2ese 
details corroborate that Sach’ŏnwang-sa in this Koryŏsa record of 1074 is the 
monastery mentioned in the Samguk yusa passage.

Furthermore, the nine performances of the Munduru Ritual recorded 
in the Koryŏsa also a6rm that Koryŏ practiced this ritual for state protec-
tion (key point 2). With the exception of the two occasions in 1217 when 
the Munduru Ritual was performed at Hyŏnsŏng-sa  for unstated 
purposes, the ritual was clearly recorded to have been performed each time 
in order to win victory in war or subdue military attack.19 In particular, this 
ritual was most frequently performed in the early twel9h century when 
Koryŏ was waging a series of battles with the Jurchens, who were gradually 
gaining military power on Koryŏ’s northern frontier. 2e unspeci1ed pur-
poses of the two ritual practices of 1217 may have been related to state pro-
tection as well: comprehensive reading of the entire record of the year 1217 
in the Koryŏsa suggests that the ritual may have been performed in order 
to repel the Kitans of Later Liao  (1216-1219), who were invading and 
plundering Koryŏ that year.20

2e third external text, Chosŏn wang jo sillok  (Annals 
of the Chosŏn dynasty), records a performance of the Munduru Ritual as 
late as the year 1400 in the early Chosŏn period.21 2is is the latest docu-

translation of the 1rst phrase of this sentence ( ) is “installed a ritual 
place/altar of the Munduru [Ritual].” In Korea, the phrase sŏl toryang  is 
o9en translated as “perform a ritual.” As Koichi Shinohara has pointed out to me, 
however, this phrase suggests that a certain kind of altar was installed to practice 
“esoteric” Buddhist ritual.

19 2e record of the occasion for each ritual is very short, usually only one or 
two sentences. In order to understand more about the military attack or the war 
mentioned in each record of the Munduru Ritual performance, one has to read the 
records from the same month or year. For more about the original sources from the 
Koryŏsa, see the list in footnote 17 of this chapter.

20 2e Kitan’s Liao state fell to the Jin  (1115-1234) in 1125. 2e remaining 
Kitan people, however, brie<y founded the short-lived Later Liao polity, also known 
as Great Liao (Ch. Da Liaoguo ), when the Mongols began to conquer the 
Jin in the early thirteenth century. Driven away by the Mongols from their territory, 
between 1216 and 1219 the Kitans of the Later Liao invaded Koryŏ. In 1219, Koryŏ 
subjugated the invading Kitans through a military alliance with the Mongols. 

21 . Chŏngjong sillok  3:14, Chŏngjong 
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mented practice of the Munduru Ritual. As Buddhism soon lost favor in 
the Chosŏn court, it seems that a2erward this Buddhist ritual was not prac-
ticed by royal patrons. 

3e last text having a relevant intertextual relationship with the Samguk 
yusa passage is the above-mentioned Samguk sagi, the o4cial history of the 
3ree Kingdoms of Korea, which was compiled under Koryŏ. Comparative 
reading reveals that the completion date of 679 noted in the Samguk yusa 
(key point 6) was derived from this o4cial historical work. According to 
the Samguk yusa passage, Sach’ŏnwang-sa had been temporarily built with 
silk textiles in preparation for the Munduru Ritual performance in 670 at 
the beginning of the Silla-Tang war, and permanent wooden buildings were 
erected at the monastery site in 679, two years a2er the end of the Silla-
Tang war. In the above Samguk yusa passage, this completion date appears 
in an interlinear note.22 3is interlinear note, written in smaller characters 
than those used for the main text in the original manuscript, explains, “3e 
Kuksa says the renovation and formal opening of the monastery took place 
in the :rst year of the Tiaolu reign, which was the year of kimyo [679].”23 
3ere are several di;erent opinions regarding the identity of the text Kuksa 
(State history) repeatedly quoted in the Samguk yusa. As for the Kuksa 
quoted in this speci:c interlinear note, however, it is clear that it indicates 
the Samguk sagi,24 since the same content is found in this text’s entry for the 
eighth month of the nineteenth year of King Munmu’s reign, which records 
that “Sach’ŏnwang-sa has been completed” (Sach’ŏnwang-sa sŏng ) 

2.3.15 (kyŏngjin ), original manuscript reprinted in Kuksa P’yŏnch’an Wiwŏnhoe 
 [National Institute of Korean History], ed., Chosŏn wang jo sillok 

 [Annals of the Chosŏn dynasty] (Seoul: Tongguk Munhwasa, 1955): 
1:167b. 3e second year of King Chŏngjong’s reign corresponds to the year 1400 in 
the Western calendar.

22 I marked the interlinear note with angled brackets in my translation of the 
Samguk yusa passage provided earlier in this chapter.

23 “Tiaolu” was one of the reign titles of emperor Gaozong (r. 649-683) of China’s 
Tang empire, and its :rst year corresponds to the year 679. During the Koryŏ period, 
it was common to use the title of the Chinese reign in o4cial records. Depending 
on changing international politics, Koryŏ chose to use Song, Liao, or other Chinese 
dynasties’ reign titles. 3ere were, however, several Koryŏ kings, such as T’aejo  
(r. 918-943), Kwangjong  (r. 949-975), and Kyŏngjong  (r. 975-981), who 
used their own Koryŏ titles. 

24 3is does not mean that all the records titled Kuksa appearing in the Samguk 
yusa citations refer to the Samguk sagi. 
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in this month.25 2e nineteenth reign year of King Munmu corresponds 
to the year 679, thereby matching the monastery’s completion date in the 
above Samguk yusa passage. In writing this passage, the compiler was refer-
encing the earlier text when available. 2e fact that the monastery’s comple-
tion date came from the Samguk sagi’s quotation of the previous o6cial his-
tory attests that this date for the completion of Sach’ŏnwang-sa is at least 
not a pure fabrication by the compiler of the Samguk yusa. 2e matching 
document in the Samguk yusa and the Samguk sagi, however, does not fully 
verify that the completion date of 679 is a trustworthy record. Although 
the latter text, an o6cial history of the 2ree Kingdoms, is widely accepted 
as a much more reliable text than the former, its credibility is unfortunately 
still a matter for debate.26 

Comparison with external texts so far has proved useful, but at the 
same time reveals an apparent limit in evaluating the Samguk yusa passage 
under examination. Although it provides relatively rich information about 
the nature and practices of the Munduru Ritual in later dynasties, it does 
little to illuminate this ritual under the Silla kingdom. 2is is where archae-
ological, art historical, and other types of data come in, as will be discussed 
in a later part of this chapter. 

Epigraphs and Internal Signs 
As shown above, external texts do not give many clues about whether 

the Munduru ritual was ever practiced in seventh-century Silla. 2is rather 
frustrating limitation of using external texts to evaluate the contents of 
the Samguk yusa is not unique to this passage about the Munduru Ritual. 
Much of the content of the Samguk yusa cannot be authenticated by exter-
nal texts, since most of the earlier or contemporaneous texts produced on 
the Korean peninsula did not survive. 

As a small suggestion to remedy this predicament to some degree, 
before further discussing the passage about the Munduru Ritual, I want 

25 Samguk sagi 7: King Munmu, nineteenth year, Han’gukhak Chungang 
Yŏn’guwŏn  [Academy of Korean Studies], ed., Yŏkchu Samguk 
sagi   [Annotation and translation of the Samguk sagi] (Sŏngnam: 
Han’gukhak Chungang Yŏn’guwŏn Ch’ulp’anbu, 2011), 1:183.

26 2e Samguk sagi obviously includes some errors. Most scholars would agree 
that this is the case. 2e problem arises, however, in that some believe that the text is 
mostly trustworthy except for small errors, while others argue that a large portion of 
this text was fabricated.
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to draw the reader’s attention to quotations included in the Samguk yusa, 
since they can be useful in identifying relatively trustworthy informa-
tion in this text. 1e Samguk yusa has quite a few long and short quota-
tions, the sources for which are clearly marked. 1e quotation from the 
Kuksa documenting the completion date of Sach’ŏnwang-sa included in 
the above passage about the Munduru Ritual is one such example. 1ese 
quotations come from inscriptions as well as various writings from preced-
ing dynasties in Korea and China. Some are embedded in the main text 
and are written in the same size characters, and some appear as interlinear 
notes written in smaller characters.

Some of the epigraphs excavated in modern times show that certain 
types of quotations in the Samguk yusa came from epigraphs collected in 
the Korean peninsula. One good example is the reliquary inscription (872) 
found at the pagoda site at Hwangnyong-sa  (569), meaning Impe-
rial Dragon Monastery, located in present-day Kyŏngju (8g. 3.1).27 1e 
inscription provides a good opportunity to understand how Iryŏn used epi-
graphic data (8g. 3.2). Hwangnyong-sa—a palace turned into a Buddhist 
monastery during its construction28—was an unprecedentedly large and 
ambitious Silla monastery. Following the advice of the famous monk Cha-
jang  (590-658), the Silla royal family built a monumental nine-story 
wooden pagoda at this monastery in 645.29 1is pagoda stood at Hwang-

27 A few historical records spell this monastery’s name as Hwangnyong-sa 
, meaning Yellow Dragon Monastery. As shown in the reliquary inscription from 

the monastery and many other records, however, the correct name of this monas-
tery is Hwangnyong-sa , Imperial Dragon Monastery. 1e latter name is also 
widely used by modern scholars.

28 Samguk sagi 4: King Chinhŭng, fourteenth year, Yŏkchu Samguk sagi, 1:135. 
29 Samguk sagi 5: King Sŏndŏk, fourteenth year, Yŏkchu Samguk sagi, 1:147-148. 

While the Samguk sagi records that this pagoda was 8rst created (Kr. ch’ang jo ) 
in 645, the reliquary inscription from this pagoda, which will be discussed below, 
records that construction of the pagoda began and its heart pillar erected in 645, 
while the construction of the pagoda was completed the following year. 1is sug-
gests that people placed much importance on the erection of the heart pillar, the 
most symbolically signi8cant part of the pagoda, and the enshrinement of the Bud-
dha relics beneath it; it also demonstrates that this act was regarded as the comple-
ment of the pagoda. When the relic is enshrined, the pagoda is consecrated and 
transformed into a sacred monument. Such a momentous event must have been 
celebrated with an appropriate Buddhist ceremony. 1is becomes more evident in 
that the compiler of the Samguk yusa, who referred to this reliquary inscription, also 
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Figure 3.2  Reliquary casket, from the Hwangnyong-sa Pagoda site, Kyŏngju, Korea.
Silla, 872. Gilt-bronze. 22.5×94cm. Courtesy of the National Museum of Korea.

Figure 3.1  
Hwangnyong-
sa site, Kyŏngju, 
Korea. 
Courtesy of 
the Gyeongju 
Research Insti-
tute of Cultural 
Heritage.
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nyong-sa until the Mongols invaded the Korean peninsula and reduced it 
to ashes in 1238. Although the pagoda was lost many centuries ago, its stone 
bases, showing that each of the pagoda’s four sides had seven bays, remained 
mostly intact until the twentieth century. In December 1964, however, loot-
ers took the pagoda reliquaries and accompanying objects from the relic 
crypt inside the central stone base, which initially supported the heart pil-
lar (Kr. ch’alchu ) of the pagoda.30 Fortunately the looters were caught 
two years a6er the robbery, and the stolen objects, which had been sold to 
a private collector, were sent to the National Museum of Korea. Among the 
objects retrieved were two nested gilt-bronze caskets, forming part of a reli-
quary set. 7e smaller gilt-bronze casket had seventy-four lines of inscrip-
tion titled Hwangnyong-sa ch’alchu pon’gi  (Record of the 
heart pillar at Hwangnyong-sa) engraved on the recto and verso of its three 
sides.31 7e casket lost its bottom plate due to natural processes over the 
many centuries it stayed underground. 7e illustration in this chapter shows 
the unfolded sidewalls of this casket, connected with hinges (8g. 3.2). 7e 
width and height of each plate, except for the frontal plate divided into two 
pieces in the center, are 23.5 centimeters and 22.5 centimeters, respectively. 

recorded the completion date of the pagoda as 645 instead of 646. Samguk yusa 3: 
“Hwangnyong-sa Kuch’ŭngt’ap,” Yŏkchu Samguk yusa, 3:130.

30 7e “heart pillar” means the central pillar of a wooden Buddhist pagoda. 
Buddha’s relics were o6en enshrined inside the stone supporting the heart pillar, so 
that the reliquary could not be taken out without moving the enormous heart pillar.

31 For a transcription of the entire inscription and annotations on its content, 
see Hwang Suyŏng , “Silla Hwangnyong-sa Kuch’ŭngt’apchi: Ch’alchu pon’gi 
e taehayŏ”   :   [Record of the Nine-story 
Pagoda at Hwangnyong-sa from Silla: Regarding the Record "om the Heart Pil-
lar], Misul sahak yŏn’gu  116 (1972): 275-277; Hwang Suyŏng , 
“Silla Hwangnyong-sa Kuch’ŭng mokt’ap ch’alchu pon’gi wa kŭ sarigu”  

     [Record "om the Heart Pillar of the Nine-story 
Pagoda of Hwangnyong-sa from Silla and the pagoda’s reliquary], Tongyanghak 

 3 (1973): 269-328. For a translation of the inscription into modern Korean 
with thorough annotations, see Han’guk Kodae Sahoe Yŏn’guso 

 [Research Institute of Korean Ancient Society], ed., Yŏkchu Han’guk kodae 
kŭmsŏngmun   [Annotation and translation of ancient inscrip-
tions of Korea], vol. 3 (Seoul: Karak-kuk Sajŏk Kaebal Yŏn’guwŏn, 1992): 364-375. 
Yŏkchu Han’guk kodae kŭmsŏngmun contains one minor error: the thirtieth reign 
year of King Chinhŭng  (r. 540-576), the completion year of Hwangnyong-sa, 
is not 574, but corresponds to 569. 
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1e content of the inscription, dated to 872, shows that this reliquary 
was enshrined during the pagoda’s restoration under the reign of King 
Kyŏngmun  (r. 861-875). Discovered at the Hwangnyong-sa site in 
1960s, this reliquary inscription reveals that Iryŏn referred to epigraphs 
from the Korean peninsula when compiling the Samguk yusa. 1is inscrip-
tion was cited in the Samguk yusa’s “Nine-story Pagoda at Hwangnyong-sa” 
(Hwangnyong-sa Kuch’ŭngt’ap ).32 1is article includes two 
very short quotations of epigraphs from Hwangnyong-sa. One is included 
in the main text and reads, “Ch’alchugi  (Record from the [pagoda] 
heart pillar) says that the pinnacle of the pagoda is 42 ch’ŏk tall and the body 
of the pagoda is 183 ch’ŏk tall.”33 1e name of the original text, Ch’alchugi, 
implies that this text is the reliquary inscription enshrined under the pago-
da’s heart pillar. 1e Ch’alchugi indeed includes information regarding this 
pagoda’s height,34 indicating that the compiler of the Samguk yusa undeni-
ably referred to this particular reliquary inscription.35 Since the pagoda used 

32 It was Hwang Suyŏng, one of the ;rst generation of Korean art historians 
a<er the colonial period, who ;rst examined this inscription in 1972. Hwang found 
that the Samguk yusa’s “Nine-story Pagoda at Hwangnyong-sa” article quoted this 
inscription, and that the o=cial historical work Samguk sagi also has records con-
forming to the contents of this inscription. See Hwang Suyŏng, “Silla Hwangnyong-
sa kuch’ĕng mokt’ap,” 278-279. For Samguk yusa’s “Nine-story Pagoda at Hwang-
nyong-sa” article, see Samguk yusa 3: “Hwangnyong-sa Kuch’ŭngt’ap,” Yŏkchu 
Samguk yusa, 3:128-130. Since its discovery in the 1960s, this inscription from the 
Hwang-nyong-sa pagoda has been well known among Korean scholars, but it is 
not widely known in Western academia. When I say that this ancient inscription 
matches the records in the Samguk yusa and the Samguk sagi, my colleagues usu-
ally show immediate interest and curiosity. It is quite interesting, however, that this 
discovery did not come as much of a surprise for Hwang Suyŏng, who saw many 
archaeological remains corresponding to records in the Samguk yusa. 

33 . , . Samguk yusa 3: “Hwang-
nyong-sa Kuch’ŭngt’ap,” Yŏkchu Samguk yusa, 3:129. 1e literal translation of this 
quotation is “Record "om the [Pagoda] Heart Pillar says that the height of [the 
pagoda] above the iron plate is 42 ch’ŏk and below [the iron plate] is 183 ch’ŏk.” 1e 
“iron plate” refers to the metal component forming the lowest bottom part of the 
pagoda’s metal pinnacle. 1is part of the pagoda pinnacle is also called “dew plate” 
(Kr. noban ). 1e ch’ŏk is a traditional measurement unit in East Asia. 

34 For the height of the pagoda in the reliquary inscription, see Hwang Suyŏng, 
“Silla Hwangnyong-sa Kuch’ŭng mokt’ap,” 278; Han’guk Kodae Sahoe Yŏn’guso, 
ed., Yŏkchu Han’guk kodae kŭmsŏngmun, 368. 

35 Hwang Suyŏng, “Silla Hwangnyong-sa Kuch’ŭng mokt’ap,” 278-279. It is quite 
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the measurement unit known as the Koryŏ ch’ŏk  in which one ch’ŏk 
was 35.63 centimeters,36 the original height of this pagoda including the 
pinnacle part was about 80.2 meters. Iryŏn noted the source of this pagoda 
height probably because the exact pagoda height was not common knowl-
edge that he could draw on from memory and he had to refer to a transcrip-
tion of the reliquary inscription. 

Another quotation in the Samguk yusa’s “Nine-story Pagoda at Hwang-
nyong-sa” reveals that the compiler cited the epigraph to explain that there 
were two di7erent accounts of why this pagoda was built. 8is quotation 
appears as an interlinear note, which reads, “Sajunggi  (Record from 
the monastery) says that [the monk Chajang] was given the idea of build-
ing the pagoda [at Hwangnyong-sa] at the meditation master Yuanxiang’s 
dwelling on Mount Zhongnan.”37 A:er reading the entire article, one real-
izes that the compiler added this short quotation to inform the reader 
that the Sajunggi, an epigraph from the monastery, describes a version of 
the story that di7ers slightly from the version provided in the main text. 
In the story recounted in the main text, the monk Chajang encountered 
a man with supernatural power (Kr. sinin ) near Lake Taihe  in 
China, who told Chajang to return to Silla and build a nine-story pagoda at 
Hwangnyong-sa in order to make neighboring countries surrender to Silla. 
In this version of the story, the man with supernatural power later turns out 
to be the father of the dragon protecting Hwangnyong-sa in Silla.38 On the 
other hand, the version of the story recorded in the reliquary inscription 
from the monastery’s pagoda site is more realistic: In this version, a medita-
tion master called Yuanxiang  (dates unknown), not the father of the 

surprising that the compiler of the Samguk yusa knew the precise information from 
this inscription that had been written four centuries earlier and then buried under 
the pagoda. As one of the attendees of my presentation at Harvard in February 2012 
has pointed out, it is likely that there was a transcription of this reliquary that was 
being circulated when the Samguk yusa was compiled. I appreciate her comment.

36 Kungnip Kyŏngju Munhwajae Yŏn’guso  [Gyeongju 
National Research Institute of Cultural Heritage], Sach’ŏnwang-sa: Kŭmdangji pal-
gul chosa pogosŏ  I:   [Sach’ŏnwang-sa 1: Main Bud-
dha hall site excavation report] (Kyŏngju-si: Kungnip Kyŏngju Munhwajae Yŏn’guso, 
2012): 341, chart 12.

37 . . . 8e literal translation of the 
phrase, “su kŏnt’ap inyu”  is “received the reason and cause to build the 
pagoda.” Samguk yusa 3: “Hwangnyong-sa Kuch’ŭngt’ap,” Yŏkchu Samguk yusa, 3:128. 

38 Samguk yusa 3: “Hwangnyong-sa Kuch’ŭngt’ap,” Yŏkchu Samguk yusa, 3:128. 
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dragon, tells Chajang to build the nine-story pagoda to protect Silla.39 2e 
fact that the meditation master’s name is the same reveals that this is the 
version of the story mentioned in the Samguk yusa quotation. Evidently 
Iryŏn knew both versions of the story. Unfortunately Iryŏn does not clar-
ify the source of the legend of the man with supernatural power at Lake 
Taihe that he relates in detail in the main text of the Samguk yusa article. 
As a result, ironically, we can only know the source of the story that Iryŏn 
treated as a secondary version of the story and hence only brie4y men-
tioned in the interlinear note, while the source of the version of the story 
detailed in the main text remains unknown.

Among the works quoted in the Samguk yusa, those works titled 
Sajunggi, Sajung kogi  (Old record from the monastery), and 
Ch’alchugi are epigraphs collected from monastery and pagoda sites in the 
peninsula. 2ese quotations, although appearing under generic titles, are 
mostly epigraphic documents from speci5c monastery and pagoda sites 
which are discussed in the sections of the Samguk yusa that cite those epi-
graphs. Understanding Iryŏn’s usage of Korean epigraphs is very important 
in that it would help us better to comprehend the way Iryŏn composed the 
Samguk yusa and therefore better to understand the nature of this text. 
According to my brief research, the Samguk yusa includes more than seven 
quotations from works titled Sajunggi or Sajung kogi, whose contents and 
nature deserve more careful study in the future. For this chapter concen-
trating on the Munduru Ritual at Sach’ŏnwang-sa, however, it su7ces to 
point out that Iryŏn referred both to epigraphs and to received texts and 
that he from time to time marked his source when quoting them. 

Besides this speci5c type of quotation from epigraphic data, general 
quotations in the Samguk yusa also faithfully preserve information from 
the original texts. For example, in a 2006 article, Richard McBride exam-
ined four lengthy citations in the Samguk yusa that were derived from 

39 For a translation of the inscription into modern Korean with thorough 
annotations, see Han’guk Kodae Sahoe Yŏn’guso, ed., Yŏkchu Han’guk kodae 
kŭmsŏngmun, 364-375. It seems that more than one epigraph from Hwangnyong-sa 
was available to the compiler of the Samguk yusa when he composed the “Nine-story 
Pagoda at Hwangnyong-sa” section. For example, the 5nal part of this section quotes 
the Sajung kogi (Old record from the monastery), and the quotation includes some 
information not found in the reliquary inscription. Samguk yusa 3: “Hwangnyong-
sa Kuch’ŭngt’ap,” Yŏkchu Samguk yusa, 3:130. 2is means that the Sajunggi mention-
ing the meditation master Yuanxiang, quoted in the Samguk yusa, could be another 
epigraph from Hwangnyong-sa that is not extant today, recording a similar content. 
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earlier texts from Korea and China, as well as one epigraph from Silla, and 
concluded that the compiler of the Samguk yusa did not change or distort 
the contents of the quoted text, although he o1en summarized or rephrased 
the original sources.40 

All these observations suggest that although the Samguk yusa is 
regarded as a less reliable text than other historical documents written 
earlier in China and Korea, at least the quotations it includes should be 
treated in a similar way that scholars would have treated the original epi-
graphs or texts cited, had those epigraphs or texts survived. For example, 
the renowned Korean monk Anhong’s  (3. sixth century) proposal 
to build a nine-story pagoda at Hwangnyong-sa for state protection, as 
described in his Tongdo Sŏngnipki , was cited in the “Nine-story 
Pagoda at Hwangnyong-sa” article of the Samguk yusa.41 Unfortunately, the 
Tongdo Sŏngnipki does not survive today. In this case, it would be proper 
for a scholar to treat the speci4c quotation from this book included in 
the Samguk yusa as he or she would treat the same information from the 
Tongdo Sŏngnipki if that text had survived. Even though quotations are 
o1en short and occupy only a small portion of the Samguk yusa, informa-
tion included in those quotations, however meager, would serve as useful 
data about early Korean Buddhism especially because most ancient Korean 
texts have been lost. 

Ritual from Silla or Koryŏ?
Now we can move on to consider the Samguk yusa passage about the 

Munduru Ritual. As discussed above, external texts clearly verify that this 
ritual was practiced under the Koryŏ kingdom to ensure state protection 
from the eleventh century onward, but they do not verify much about the 
ritual’s practice in seventh-century Silla. Here, one can posit the possibility 
that the practice of this ritual began only in Koryŏ times, and that the story 
of Silla’s practice of the Munduru Ritual was fabricated later. Is it not pos-
sible that the monk Iryŏn, who witnessed the Munduru Ritual performed 
at Sach’ŏnwang-sa located in the former capital of Silla, gave the ritual an 
imagined origin in Silla based on his observation of the contemporaneous 

40 Richard D. McBride’s article shows that the Samguk yusa’s quotations o1en 
abbreviate and rephrase the original texts, but do not add incorrect or fabricated 
information. Richard D. McBride II, “Is the Samguk yusa Reliable? Case Studies from 
Chinese and Korean Sources,” "e Journal of Korean Studies 11, no. 1 (2006): 163-190. 

41 Samguk yusa 3: “Hwangnyong-sa Kuch’ŭngt’ap,” Yŏkchu Samguk yusa, 3:129. 
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ritual, especially if he had—although one can’t prove it—a need to give the 
ritual more authority? 

Further examination of the nature of this ritual in the larger context of 
East Asian “esoteric” Buddhism, however, suggests that this is less likely to 
be true. Scholars unanimously agree that the primary textual source of the 
Munduru Ritual is the seventh fascicle of the Foshuo guanding jing 

, or the Consecration Sutra Preached by the Buddha (herea1er Conse-
cration Sutra),42 an opinion 3rst put forward by Pak T’ae-hwa in his 1965 
article.43 Key points 1 (the name of the ritual was Munduru) and 5 (usage of 
statues of the Deities of the Five Directions) connect this ritual, practiced 

42 T1331, 21:495a-536b. 7is sutra had several di8erent names, such as the Da 
guanding shenzhou jing , meaning the Great Consecration Supernatu-
ral Incantation Sutra. Strickmann recognized the importance of “apocryphal” Bud-
dhist sutras, which re9ect and adopt Chinese indigenous religious practices, and 
argued that the Consecration Sutra is “a repository of practice and oral tradition.” 
For more about the Consecration Sutra, see Michel Strickmann “7e Consecration 
Sūtra: A Buddhist Book of Spells,” in Chinese Buddhist Apocrypha, ed. Robert E. 
Buswell, Jr. (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 1990): 75-118; Oka Sumiaki 

, “Kanjōkyō ni okeru jujutsu no juyō”  [Embrace of 
incantation in the Consecration Sutra], Tendai gakuhō  39 (October 1997): 
179-185; Oka Sumiaki , “Kanjōkyō no seiritsu ni tsuite” 

 [On the establishment of the Consecration Sutra], Waseda Daigaku daigakuin 
bungaku kenkyūka kiyō  41, no.1 (1996): 97-108; 
Endō Yusuke  , “Kanjōkyō no yakusha ni tsuite” 

 [On the translator of the Consecration Sutra], Mikkyōgaku kenkyū  36 
(March 2004): 45-64.

43 Pak T’ae-hwa , “Silla sidae ŭi milgyo chŏllaego”   
” [Study on the transmission of esoteric Buddhism during the Silla period], in 

Hyosŏng Cho Myŏnggi Paksa hwagap kinyŏm Pulgyo sahak nonch‘ong 
 [Festschri1 on Buddhist history in honor of Hyosŏng, Doc-

tor Cho Myŏnggi, for his sixty-3rst birthday], ed. Hyosŏng Cho Myŏng-gi Paksa 
Hwagap Kinyŏm Pulgyo Sahak Nonmunjip Kanhaeng Wiwŏnhoe 

 [Committee for the Publication of Festschri1 on 
Buddhist History in Honor of Hyosŏng, Doctor Cho Myŏnggi, for his Sixty-First 
Birthday] (Seoul: Tongguk Taehakkyo, 1965): 73-74. For more about this ritual, see 
Ko Ikchin , “Silla milgyo ŭi sasang naeyong kwa chŏn’gae yangsang” 

   [7oughts and evolution of Silla esoteric Buddhism], in 
Han’guk milgyo sasang yŏn’gu  [Research on Korean esoteric Bud-
dhist thought], ed. Pulgyo Munhwa Yŏn’guwŏn  [Research Institute 
of Buddhist Culture] (Seoul: Pulgyo Munhwa Yŏn’guwŏn, 1986): 145-161.
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on the Korean peninsula, with the Consecration Sutra. In the seventh fas-
cicle of this sutra, titled “Sutra of Consecration Seal and Great Spell 0at 
Subjugate Māra, as Preached by the Buddha” (Foshuo guanding fumo feng-
yin dashenzhou jing ),44 the Buddha, respond-
ing to Indra’s (Ch. Tian dishi ) request,45 expounds on a ritual named 
“Munduru”  (Ch. Wentoulou).46 0is ritual was performed to help 
people with various di4culties, especially sick people. 0e name of this rit-
ual comes from the thaumaturgic power of wooden seals inscribed with the 
names of deities. 0e wooden seals are called “Munduru” and used for heal-
ing and for other e4cacies in the Consecration Sutra. 0e word “Munduru” 
in this sutra is the same word as “Munduru” , the name of the “eso-
teric” ritual as recorded in the Samguk yusa, the Koryŏsa, and other Korean 
texts. “Munduru” (either spelled  or ) is a transliteration of 
the Sanskrit term mudrā.47 Mudrā can be either apotropaic Buddhist seals 
(Ch. yin ),48 or religious hand gestures (Ch. shouyin ) that were used 
by monks for ritual performances or formed by Buddhist deities as icon-
ographic signs. In East Asian Buddhist texts, however, the Sanskrit term 
mudrā usually appeared as translated Chinese words, yin (seal) or shouyin 
(hand gesture or hand seal), and this speci7c transliteration of the term 
“Munduru” was very rarely used. To the best of my knowledge, the word 
“Munduru” does not appear in other Buddhist sutras, which makes the 
matching names of the two rituals all the more noteworthy. Moreover, just 
as in the Munduru Ritual described in the Samguk yusa, the Deities of the 
Five Directions (Kr. obangsin, Ch. wufangshen ) play an important 

44 T1331, 21:515a-517b. Michel Strickmann provided a translation of the 
beginning half of this seventh fascicle from the Consecration Sutra in his book, 
Chinese Magical Medicine, ed. Bernard Faure (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 2002): 132-136.

45 Tian dishi can be also translated as “Heavenly Sovereign Śakra.”
46 To avoid confusion, I use the Korean pronunciation, instead of Chinese pro-

nunciation, of this ritual explained in this Consecration Sutra fascicle. 
47 Ōmura Seigai , Mikkyō hattatsushi  [Record on the 

development of esoteric Buddhism] (Tokyo: Bussho Kankōkai Zuzōbu, 1918): 
1:132; Sŏ Yun’gil, Han’guk milgyo sasangsa, 169; Michel Strickmann, Chinese Magi-
cal Medicine, 316, no. 21.

48 Michel Strickmann suggested that Chinese Buddhists adopted the practice 
of using seals for healing and thaumaturgic e4cacy from the Daoist tradition. See 
Michel Strickmann, Chinese Magical Medicine, 123-193. 
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role in the ritual explained in the Consecration Sutra.49 Probably not coin-
cidentally, the Deities of the Five Directions are also deities that rarely 
appear in Buddhist sutras. 2e Samguk yusa and the Consecration Sutra are 
the only texts that mention these deities among the texts included in the 
Taishō shinshū daizōkyō, the Buddhist canon compiled in Japan in the early 
twentieth century. In short, the matching names of the ritual and the prin-
cipal deities provide a strong connection between the ritual recorded in the 
Samguk yusa and the one explained in the Consecration Sutra.50

Most signi4cantly, the “Munduru” Ritual explained in the seventh fas-
cicle of the Consecration Sutra is categorized as an early “esoteric” ritual of 
a type popular before the eighth century. More speci4cally, this ritual is an 
early “esoteric” Buddhist ritual that exhibits in5uence from Daoist prac-
tices.51 2is type of ritual is distinguished from the highly developed and 
systemized “esoteric” Buddhism that was introduced to East Asia in the 
eighth century by a group of Indian monks. 2e Taishō shinshū daizōkyō 
attributes the translation of the Consecration Sutra to Śrīmitra (Ch. Bo 

49 T1331, 21:515a-c. In addition to the Consecration Sutra, only a few other Bud-
dhist texts mention the Deities of the Five Directions. 

50 One needs to consider, however, that many of the rituals explained in the 
Buddhist canon do not document actual ritual performances. Ritual practices 
evolve and become modi4ed as they spread to di:erent regions and as time passes. 
2erefore, while I agree that a very strong relationship exists between this ritual and 
the sutra, the “Munduru” Ritual explained in the Consecration Sutra is not necessar-
ily exactly the same as the Munduru Ritual practiced in Korea. In other words, small 
deviations between the Munduru Ritual practice and the descriptions in the Conse-
cration Sutra do not prove that there is no relationship between them. At the same 
time, as I will discuss more in this chapter, one should not depend too much on this 
text when reconstructing the Munduru Ritual practiced in Korea. For an example 
of a dhāranī ritual modi4ed from the Tang to Liao and Heian Japan, see Youn-mi 
Kim, “Eternal Ritual in an In4nite Cosmos: 2e Chaoyang North Pagoda (1043-
1044),” (Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard University, 2010): 216-307; Youn-mi Kim, 
“2e Secret Link: Tracing Liao in Japanese Shingon Ritual,” Journal of Song-Yuan 
Studies (forthcoming, 2014). 

51 For more about the Daoist in5uence on the Consecration Sutra, see Michel 
Strickmann, “2e Consecration Sūtra,” 75-118; Michel Strickmann, Chinese Magical 
Medicine, 113-119, 132-140, 185, 187, 192; Kang Ubang , Wŏnyung kwa chohwa: 
Han’guk kodae chogaksa ŭi wŏlli  :   [Synthesis and 
harmony: Principle of the history of ancient Korean sculpture] (Seoul: Yŏrhwadang, 
1990): 190-197; Oka Sumiaki, “Kanjōkyō ni okeru jujutsu no juyō,” 179-185; Oka 
Sumiaki, “Kanjōkyō no seiritsu ni tsuite,” 97-108.
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Shilimiduoluo , d. 343 C.E.), a Kuchean monk who was active 
in the capital city of Eastern Jin  (317-420 C.E.). Ōmura Seigai, how-
ever, pointed out that this attribution is incorrect because its twel6h fas-
cicle was composed by the monk Huijian  in 457,52 as explained in the 
Chu sanzang jiji  (Compilation of notes on the translation of the 
Tripi aka).53 More recent scholarship also suggests that this sutra was writ-
ten in China’s Jiangnan  area around 457 by Huijian or by people in 
Huijian’s circle.54 Oka Sumiaki has pointed out the strong Daoist in8uence 
in the Consecration Sutra,55 and Michel Strickmann argued that the “Mun-
duru” Ritual from the seventh fascicle of this sutra is essentially a Daoist 
ensigillation ritual—a ritual that uses magical seals—in Buddhist guise.56 

9is type of “apocryphal” Buddhist sutra written in China with strong 
Daoist in8uence became old-fashioned a6er the eighth century when 
monks from India, such as Śubhakarasi ha (637-735), Vajrabodhi (671-
741), and Amoghavajra (705-774), introduced to China systemized “eso-
teric” Buddhism, which, according to Robert Sharf, was regarded as “new 
technology.”57 A6er the introduction of the systemized “esoteric” Bud-
dhism to China, its new “ritual technology” gained the favor of the impe-
rial court. 9e early “esoteric” rituals, although they did not completely dis-
appear, were no longer a leading form of Buddhist ritual.

If the practice of the Munduru Ritual began in the time of Koryŏ rather 
than Silla, one needs to <nd plausible reasons why the Koryŏ court in the 
eleventh century suddenly began to practice this ritual, which by that time 
was rather old-fashioned. One convincing reason has been suggested by 
Sørensen. Observing that there is no trace of similar rituals practiced in 
either Tang or Song  (960-1279) China,58 Sørensen suggested that Koryŏ 

52 Ōmura Seigai, Mikkyō hattatsushi, 1:126-133, especially 129-130. 
53 T2145, 55:39a21-23.
54 Michel Strickmann, “9e Consecration Sūtra,” 79-81, 90-93; Endō Yusuke, 

“Kanjōkyō no yakusha ni tsuite,” 45-64; Oka Sumiaki, “Kanjōkyō ni okeru jujutsu no 
juyō,” 179-185; Oka Sumiaki, “Kanjōkyō no seiritsu ni tsuite,” 97-108. 

55 Oka Sumiaki, “Kanjōkyō ni okeru jujutsu no juyō,” 179-185; Oka Sumiaki, 
“Kanjōkyō no seiritsu ni tsuite,” 97-108.

56 Michel Strickmann, Chinese Magical Medicine, 132-140.
57 As for the systemized “esoteric” rituals as new technology in eighth-century 

China, see Robert Sharf, Coming to Terms with Chinese Buddhism, 263-278, espe-
cially 276-278. 

58 Henrik H. Sørensen, “On the Sinin and Ch’ongji Schools,” 59. Absence of 
records of the actual practice of the Munduru (Ch. Wentoulou) Ritual suggests 
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began to practice this ritual because the Consecration Sutra drew the atten-
tion of Korean monks in the eleventh century when the Koryŏ court had the 
ambitious project of creating the Koryŏ Taejanggyŏng  (Koryŏ 
Tripi aka).59 According to this view, the Consecration Sutra’s explanation of 
how to prevent disaster and adversity probably attracted Koryŏ Buddhist 
monks, who were looking for sutras that might help protect the state. 

4is suggestion, however, is not su5ciently convincing to support the 
idea that this old-fashioned Buddhist ritual suddenly received the patron-
age of the Koryŏ royal court. First, instruction on how to avoid disasters 
and gain worldly bene6ts using ritual or Buddhist incantation (dhāranī) 
is a feature commonly found in numerous early esoteric Buddhist sutras 
included in the Koryŏ Taejanggyŏng. 4e content of the Consecration Sutra 
itself, therefore, o7ers little explanation of how this speci6c sutra would 
have caught the attention of Koryŏ monks. Even within the Consecration 
Sutra, this “Munduru” Ritual is just one of many ritual practices, all of 
which promise various worldly bene6ts. Second, the discrepancy between 
the Consecration Sutra and the Koryŏ texts regarding the believed e5cacy 
of the Munduru Ritual suggests that it was not the discovery of this sutra 
that triggered practice of the ritual in the Korean peninsula. As explained 
previously, the Koryŏsa and Tongguk Yi Sangguk chip attest that Koryŏ 
people performed the Munduru Ritual for state protection when there 
were wars and rebellions, but the Consecration Sutra states that this ritual 
is especially e5cacious in healing disease, among other disasters. 4is dis-
crepancy suggests that the practice of the Munduru Ritual was not sim-
ply triggered by an accidental discovery of the sutra. Lastly, it would have 
been fairly di5cult to create a new ritual based on the terse instruction 
provided in the Consecration Sutra, since this sutra is not a ritual manual. 
On a related note, we need to further consider what role any text could 
have played in the formation of a new ritual tradition. Buddhist rituals, 
especially esoteric rituals, were usually transmitted from teacher to disci-
ples through training and practice, thus forming the source of the ritual’s 

either that it was not practiced at all during the Tang and Song or that this type of 
ritual was not sponsored by the imperial family or powerful patrons and thereby 
was le8 unrecorded. In either case, royal patronage and the high level of importance 
given to this ritual are unique to the Korean peninsula.

59 Henrik H. Sørensen, “On the Sinin and Ch’ongji Schools,” 58-59. 
Although I very much respect Sørensen’s scholarship, I find this particular sug-
gestion to be less convincing. 
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authenticity. A randomly discovered old sutra would not create or authen-
ticate a new ritual practice unless a special event occurred that made peo-
ple believe in the e1cacy of the new ritual. 

Before moving on, I also want to point out the problem of many 
Korean scholars’ attempts to reconstruct the Munduru Ritual using con-
tents of the Consecration Sutra. Even though it might have preserved some 
oral traditions of 23h-century China as Strickmann has argued, the Conse-
cration Sutra is not a descriptive record of what people practiced but essen-
tially a prescriptive text. On the other hand, all the Korean texts cited in 
this chapter are, regardless of their faithfulness to fact, essentially descrip-
tive records. 4is means that a gap might exist between what was stated in 
the sutra composed in 23h-century China and what people actually prac-
ticed in the Korean peninsula in later times. Besides the issue of the ritu-
al’s intended e1cacy, quite a few other discrepancies can be found between 
the prescriptive texts in the Consecration Sutra and the descriptive docu-
ments from Korea describing this ritual. A ritual practice o3en continu-
ously evolves and changes, which naturally creates variations of the same 
ritual when practiced in di5erent regions and time periods. 4erefore one 
should not expect a one-to-one match between the actual practice of the 
Munduru Ritual in Korea and the prescriptive explanation of the ritual in 
the Consecration Sutra several centuries earlier in China, even though there 
are apparent connections between them.60 In other words, reconstructing 
the particulars of the Munduru Ritual practice in Korea using this descrip-
tive text entails a methodological error. What is clear from the Consecration 
Sutra is that the Munduru Ritual practiced in the Korean peninsula was an 
early “esoteric” Buddhist ritual mixed with Daoist practices. 

Considering the nature of the Munduru Ritual—a ritual related to the 
23h-century early “esoteric” sutra that became old-fashioned before the 
eighth century—seventh-century Silla is a more plausible starting point 
for this ritual practice than eleventh-century Koryŏ. If this ritual had been 
practiced by Silla’s royal court due to its e1cacy in providing state protec-
tion, as recorded in the Samguk yusa, this would explain why this particular 
ritual remained as a popular and unique tradition in the Korean peninsula 
until the time of Koryŏ. As explained earlier in this chapter, this ostensibly 
ancient Buddhist ritual was actually practiced until around 1400 under the 
Chosŏn kingdom. In this context, it is also notable that there is evidence 

60 For the same reason, small deviations between the Munduru Ritual practice and 
Consecration Sutra descriptions do not necessarily mean that the two are unrelated.
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that the Consecration Sutra was already well known in seventh-century 
Silla; Buddhist texts, including the Tōiki dentō mokuroku  
(Record of the transmission of the lamp to the Eastern Regions) compiled 
in 1094 by Eichō ,61 record that the eminent Silla monk Kyŏnghŭng 

/  (6. seventh century) composed the Kwanjŏnggyŏng so  
(Commentary of the Consecration Sutra) in two fascicles.62 8is seventh-
century commentary on the Consecration Sutra refutes the assumption 
that this sutra began to receive attention only in the eleventh century. 8is 
shows that the Consecration Sutra was a well-known sutra in the Korean 
peninsula in the seventh century.63 One more interesting point is that, as 

61 T1152, 55:1152b18-20.
62 For more about this commentary, see Tongguk Taehakkyo Pulgyo Munhwa 

Yŏn’guso  [Dongguk University Research Institute for 
Buddhist Culture], ed., Han’guk Pulgyo ch’ansul munhŏn ch’ongnok 

 [Complete list of Korean Buddhist literature and texts] (Seoul: Tong-
guk Taehakkyo Ch’ulp’anbu, 1976): 43. 8e monk Kyŏnghŭng composed about 
forty-seven written works about Buddhist teachings, out of which four works have 
survived. For a complete list of Kyŏnghŭng’s writings, see Han T’aesik , 
“Kyŏnghŭng ŭi saengae e kwanhan chae koch’al”      [Re-
examination of the life of Kyŏnghŭng], Pulgyo hakpo  28 (1991): 210-212. 
Quite a few Japanese scholars, in particular Watanabe Kenshō, studied the monk 
Kyŏnghŭng, especially from the 1960s to the 1980s. For example, see Watanabe 
Kenshō , Shiragi Kyōgō shi Jutsumonsan no kenkyū 

 [Research on writings by Silla monk Kyŏnghŭng] (Kyoto: Nagata Bunshōdō, 
1978). According to Michel Strickmann, the Consecration Sutra has the earliest 
description of consecration as an actual Buddhist ritual, known as abhi eka. Michel 
Strickmann, “8e Consecration Sūtra,” 81-85. 8e abhi eka ritual originated from the 
royal investiture ritual in India. 8e royal implication of this ritual could have made 
the Consecration Sutra more popular at the royal court of Silla and Koryŏ. I appreci-
ate Mimi Yiengpruksawan’s comment on this.

63 8ere is an interesting record about the monk Kyŏnghŭng in the Samguk yusa. 
In the section titled “Kyŏnghŭng usŏng” , the Samguk yusa records that 
King Munmu le> a will at his deathbed and asked his son to appoint Kyŏnghŭng 
as kuksa  (National Teacher), and that King Munmu’s son appointed him 
as kungno  (National Elder). If this record is true, it is worth noting that the 
monks Kyŏnghŭng and Myŏngnang are both related to King Munmu as well as to 
the Consecration Sutra. It seems that the compiler of the Samguk yusa also referred 
to epigraphic data regarding the monk Kyŏnghŭng since the conclusion of this sec-
tion mentions a stele called the “Samnang-sa Stele” , which recorded the 
virtuous deeds of the monk Kyŏnghŭng. Unfortunately since the compiler does not 
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Strickmann has pointed out, among all the printed versions of the Conse-
cration Sutra from premodern times, only the Korean version had its fas-
cicles in correct sequential order,64 a detail that may also suggest the special 
position this sutra enjoyed in the Korean peninsula. 

Considering all these points, Silla seems to be a more plausible starting 
point for the Munduru Ritual practice than eleventh-century Koryŏ. If this 
ritual was practiced by Silla’s royal court and was known for its e4cacy in 
protecting the state, it would also explain why this particular ritual remained 
as a popular and unique tradition in the Korean peninsula long a5er this 
type of early “esoteric” ritual went out of fashion in China. Bearing in mind 
all these pieces of circumstantial evidence suggesting the possibility that the 
initial practice of the Munduru Ritual took place under Silla rather than 
Koryŏ, let us investigate the archaeological remains related to this ritual. 

Archaeological Remains 
6is chapter has so far analyzed the Samguk yusa passage mainly in light 

of the external texts and historical context. Now this chapter will exam-
ine whether our understanding of this passage further changes if we take 
archaeological data into consideration. Are there any relevant archaeologi-
cal remains related to this Samguk yusa passage? What deserves our atten-
tion in this Samguk yusa passage is the venue mentioned for the perfor-
mance of the Munduru Ritual—Sach’ŏnwang-sa. According to the Samguk 
yusa passage, the Silla people built this monastery in Sinyu Forest on the 
southern side of Mount Nang.

As a matter of fact, the ruins of the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site remain at the 
very southernmost foot of Mount Nang in present-day Paeban-dong 

 in Kyŏngju, the city which had been the capital of Silla, located in 
North Kyŏngsang Province  (7g. 3.3).65 6e monastery site sits 

include a direct quotation from this stele, it is di4cult to know what part of the 
article about the monk Kyŏnghŭng came from this stele inscription. Samguk yusa 
5: “Kyŏnghŭng usŏng,” Yŏkchu Samguk yusa, 4:262-263. A small stele fragment, 
which is possibly a piece from the Samnang-sa Stele, is currently in the collection 
of Dankook University Museum, but only a few characters in the inscription on the 
stele fragment remain legible.

64 Michel Strickmann, “6e Consecration Sūtra,” 111-112, no. 18.
65 While a number of academic articles about this monastery site have been 

written in Korean, the site has not been widely known among Western scholars. 
Juhyung Rhi’s (Yi Chuhyŏng ) paper, “Monks, Dragons, and Guardians: 
Sach’ŏnwangsa, an Esoteric Buddhist Temple in the Uni7ed Silla,” presented in 2007 
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at a height of 53.3 meters above sea level. Several gazetteers and geogra-
phy books from the Chosŏn period provide a continuous record of this 
monastery, including the Sinjŭng Tongguk yŏji sŭngnam 

 (Newly augmented survey of the geography of the Eastern King-
dom) completed in 1530.66 An interlinear note added to the title of the 

at An International Conference on Esoteric Buddhist Tradition in East Asia: Text, Rit-
ual and Image, is the only paper about this monastery written in English. 4is confer-
ence, organized by Youngsook Pak, was held at Yale University with the support of 
the Korea Foundation. 4is paper will be soon published in the conference volume. 

66 Sinjŭng Tongguk yŏji sŭngnam 21:30, original manuscript reprinted in 
Kugyŏk sinjŭng Tongguk yŏji sŭngnam  

Figure 3.3  Sach’ŏnwang-sa site before excavation, Paeban-dong, Kyŏngju.
Courtesy of the Gyeongju Research Institute of Cultural Heritage.
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poem, “Sach’ŏnwang-sa Site” (Ch’ŏnwang-saji ), by Kim Sisŭp 
 (1435-1493), in the Maewŏltang chip  (Anthology of 

Maewŏltang), comments that “Today [the monastery] became a residen-
tial dwelling.”67 Since the anthology was published in 1583, this inter-
linear note, probably added by compilers, suggests that Sach’ŏnwang-sa 
lost its religious function before the end of the sixteenth century. One 
short record suggests that the buildings at this monastery site had been 
destroyed by the mid-eighteenth century; speci9cally, it was recorded in 
the Yŏjidosŏ  (Book of geographical information with maps), 
which was compiled between 1757 and 1765, that “Sach’ŏnwang-sa, located 
to the south of Mount Nang, is currently in an abandoned state.”68

:e ruins of Sach’ŏnwang-sa began to draw the scholarly interest of 
archaeologists and art historians in the early twentieth century. Although 
the monastery’s original buildings were destroyed several centuries ago, 
;oor tiles and fragments of glazed terracotta reliefs scattered at the mon-
astery site attracted Japanese scholars’ attention during the Japanese colo-
nial period (1910-1945) (9g. 3.4). Ayukai Fusanoshin  (1864-
1946), Harada Yoshito (1885-1974), and Fujita Ryōsaku 

 (1892-1960), among others, investigated the monastery site, measuring 
the size of the remaining base stones of lost buildings and collecting roof 
tiles and terracotta reliefs from the ruins.69 In 1963, following the colonial 

[Translation of the Newly Augmented Survey of the Geography of the Eastern King-
dom] (Seoul: Minjok Munhwa Ch’ujinhoe, 1970): 3:83 :e reproduction of the 
original manuscript is included in the back part of this edition, which has pagina-
tion marked in Chinese characters. 

67 . For the original text of this poem in its entirety, see Kungnip 
Kyŏngju Munhwajae Yŏn’guso, Sach’ŏnwang-sa, 54. 

68  . :e original text requoted from Han Myŏnghŭi 
, “Sach’ŏnwang-sa kŭmdang ŭi pogwŏn e kwanhan yŏn’gu”   
   [Research on the restoration of the main hall of Sach’ŏnwang-sa] 

(Myŏngji Taehakkyo sŏksa hagwi nonmun  [Myongji 
University M.A. :esis], 2010): 12, no. 11.

69 For reports on the investigation of the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site from 1918 and 
1922, see Chōsen Sōtokufu  [Governor-General of Korea], ed., Taishō 
shichi-nendo koseki chōsa hōkoku  [Report of the survey 
on historical remains in the year 1918] (Keijō [Seoul]: Chōsen Sōtokufu, 1922); 
Chōsen Sōtokufu  [Governor-General of Korea], ed., Taishō jūichi-
nendo koseki chōsa hōkoku  [Report of the survey on 
historical remains in the year 1922] (Keijō: Chōsen Sōtokufu, 1925). For black and 
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Figure 3.4  Glazed terracotta 
plaque, from the Sach’ŏnwang-

sa site. From Chōsen

Sōtokufu ,

ed., Chōsen koseki zufu 

, vol. 5. (Seoul and 
Tokyo: Chōsen Sōtokufu, 1916): 

636, Plate 2146.

white photographs of 1oor tiles and fragments of terracotta reliefs published dur-
ing the Japanese colonial period, see Chōsen Sōtokufu  [Governor-Gen-
eral of Korea], ed., Chōsen koseki zufu  [Illustrated book of Korean 
historical remains] (Seoul and Tokyo: Chōsen Sōtokufu, 1915-1935): 5:636-638, 
644. For a brief history of the investigations conducted at the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site 
during the Japanese colonial period, see Kungnip Kyŏngju Munhwajae Yŏn’guso, 
Sach’ŏnwang-sa, 58-60. For a list of scholarly publications on Sach’ŏnwang-sa writ-
ten in Korean, Japanese, Chinese, and English, see Kungnip Kyŏngju Munhwajae 
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period, the Korean government designated the monastery site as Historic 
Site (Sajŏk ) No. 8. 

It is the current archaeological excavation, which began in April 2006, 
however, that provides a more comprehensive understanding of the original 
ground plan and the construction date of Sach’ŏnwang-sa (6g. 3.5).70 Con-
ducted by Gyeongju National Research Institute of Cultural Heritage, this 
excavation-in-progress has revealed the monastery’s full ground plan (6g. 
3.6). In addition to the main hall and the twin pagodas, whose base stones 
were brie9y examined during the colonial period, the excavation has uncov-
ered remains of corridors that originally surrounded the monastery pre-
cinct to form two courtyards, the main monastery gate site to the south of 

Yŏn’guso  [Gyeongju National Research Institute of Cul-
tural Heritage], Silla hoguk ŭi yŏmwŏn: Sach’ŏnwang-sa   :  
[Silla’s wish for state protection: Sach’ŏnwang-sa] (Kyŏngju-si: Kungnip Kyŏngju 
Munhwajae Yŏn’guso, 2008): 149-153.

70 For a description of the results of the excavation between 2006 and 2011, see 
Kungnip Kyŏngju Munhwajae Yŏn’guso, Sach’ŏnwang-sa, 1-409.

Figure 3.5  Excavation of the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site in 2010.
Courtesy of the Gyeongju Research Institute of Cultural Heritage.



Figure 3.6  Sach’ŏnwang-
sa site, Paeban-dong, 

Kyŏngju. Courtesy of the 
Gyeongju Research Insti-
tute of Cultural Heritage.
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the main Buddha hall, evidence of a lecture hall located to the north of the 
main Buddha hall, and traces of two stone bridges crossing the monastery’s 
small drainage ditch. 1e excavation has also uncovered quite a few impor-
tant objects, including thirteen di2erent kinds of roof tiles stamped with 
the four characters “Sach’ŏnwang-sa”  (4gs. 3.7, 3.8),71 and other 
objects indicating the approximate date of the monastery.72 Seven pieces 
of 9oor tiles with 9oral patterns (Kr. posanghwamunjŏn ), for 

71 Kungnip Kyŏngju Munhwajae Yŏn’guso, Sach’ŏnwang-sa, 238-242, 350-352. 
For more about various kinds of tiles excavated from this monastery site, see Kung-
nip Kyŏngju Munhwajae Yŏn’guso  [Gyeongju National 
Research Institute of Cultural Heritage], Kyŏngju Sach’ŏnwang-saji wa  

  [Tiles from the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site] (Kyŏngju: Kungnip Kyŏngju Mun-
hwajae Yŏn’guso, 2011): 1-182. 

72 Since the excavation reports also refer to the Samguk yusa for dating some of 
the excavated materials, in this chapter I have cautiously selected only materials veri-
4ed through scienti4c analysis, dated inscription, and stylistic analysis.

Figure 3.7  Roof tile with an inscription, “Sach’ŏnwang-sa” (de-
tail), from the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site. Courtesy of the Gyeongju 

Research Institute of Cultural Heritage.

Figure 3.8  Roof tile with an inscription, “Sach’ŏnwang-sa” (de-
tail), from the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site. Courtesy of the Gyeongju 

Research Institute of Cultural Heritage.
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example, have a shape similar to that of a 1oor tile inscribed with the date 
680 (the second year of the Tiaolu ) excavated from nearby Anap Pond 

, the pond and palace site created during the reign of King Munmu, 
thereby helping to date the monastery (5g. 3.9).73 In addition, the monas-
tery site has yielded earthenware pieces from the seventh century.74 Also 
conforming to the recorded date of the monastery is the result of the AMS 
(Accelerator Mass Spectrometry) radiocarbon dating of charred organic 
material found under the pedestal of the sculpture at the main Buddha hall. 
9e AMS result roughly matches the recorded monastery completion date 
of 679 (key point 6). It suggests calendrical dates between 660 and 730, 
which has a probability of 42.9 percent probable at the 68.2 percent con5-
dence level, and the midpoint of this range is 695 C.E.75 

9is scienti5c as well as stylistic dating of the archaeological remains 
of Sach’ŏnwang-sa strengthens the possibility that the Munduru Ritual 
explained in the Samguk yusa was actually practiced not under Koryŏ, but 
under Silla. Given the date of the archaeological remains of Sach’ŏnwang-sa, 
what deserves our attention is the state-protection function of this monas-
tery during the Silla period. Sach’ŏnwang-sa together with Hwangnyong-sa 
and Kamŭn-sa  (ca. 682) served as the three major state-protection 
monasteries (hoguk sach’al ) of Silla.76 Although the Four Heavenly 
Kings are generally understood as protectors of Buddhist law, in the context 
of seventh-century Silla, where state-protection Buddhism (hoguk Pulgyo 

) was the dominant form of religious practice, the Four Heav-
enly Kings were especially worshipped as divine protectors of the coun-
try.77 Such worship originates from the Four Heavenly Kings chapter in the 

73 Kungnip Kyŏngju Munhwajae Yŏn’guso, Sach’ŏnwang-sa, 264-269, 356.
74 Kungnip Kyŏngju Munhwajae Yŏn’guso, Sach’ŏnwang-sa, 358. For images of 

the 1oor tiles with 1oral patterns excavated from the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site, see Kung-
nip Kyŏngju Munhwajae Yŏn’guso, Sach’ŏnwang-sa, 264-269. 9e monastery site 
also had porcelains of later periods because the monastery continued to be in use 
until the early Chosŏn period. 

75 Kungnip Kyŏngju Munhwajae Yŏn’guso, Sach’ŏnwang-sa, 396-400. 
76 Richard D. McBride, Domesticating the Dharma: Buddhist Cults and the 

Hwaŏm Synthesis in Silla Korea (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 2008): 28. 
For more about the state-protection function of Sach’ŏnwang-sa, see Kim Sanghyŏn 

, “Sach’ŏnwang-sa ŭi ch’anggŏn kwa ŭiŭi”    [Estab-
lishment of Sach’ŏnwang-sa and its meaning], Silla wa Nangsan   [Silla 
and Mount Nang] (Kyŏngju: Silla Munhwa Sŏnyanghoe, 1996): 125-144. 

77 For more about Four Heavenly Kings worship in Silla, see Sim Hyosŏp 
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Figure 3.9  Tile inscribed with the date 680 (the second year of the Tiaolu ),
excavated from Anap Pond, Kyŏngju, Korea. Gyeongju National Museum.

Courtesy of the Gyeongju Research Institute of Cultural Heritage.

Jinguangming jing  (herea1er Golden Light Sutra), in which these 
Heavenly Kings promise the Buddha that they will protect the country 
whose king venerates the Golden Light Sutra.78 Much ink has been spilled 
about the Four Heavenly Kings images from Silla. According to the most 
recent scholarship by Im Yŏngae, Silla’s production of the Four Heavenly 

, “Silla Sach’ŏnwang sinang ŭi suyong kwa chŏn’gae”    
 [Reception and evolution of Four Heavenly Kings worship in Korea], Tongguk 

sahak  30 (1996): 113-146.
78 T663, 16:341b.



Figure 3.10  Glazed terracotta plaque at the Sach’ŏnwang-sa excavation site
(Plaque C at the north side pedestal of the east pagoda).

Courtesy of the Gyeongju Research Institute of Cultural Heritage.

Figure 3.11  Glazed 
terracotta plaque newly 
excavated from the 
Sach’ŏnwang-sa site
(Plaque C from the 
north side pedestal of 
the east pagoda).
Courtesy of the 
Gyeongju Research 
Institute of Cultural 
Heritage.
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Kings images began with the construction of Sach’ŏnwang-sa.79 Im Yŏngae 
suggests that although Silla already had Hwangnyong-sa, the grandiose 
state-protecting monastery, the introduction of Four Heavenly Kings wor-
ship necessitated the construction of a new state-protection monastery 
to enshrine these new state-protecting deities, which resulted in the con-
struction of Sach’ŏnwang-sa. 4e status of Sach’ŏnwang-sa as the state-
protection monastery during the Silla period conforms to the nature of the 
Munduru Ritual as the state-protection ritual. 

Glazed terracotta tiles with reliefs of guardian deities excavated from 
this monastery site provide archaeological data that further reveal the state-
protection function of Sach’ŏnwang-sa (5gs. 3.10, 3.11). Although only their 
fragments were found, the elegant shape and naturalistic style of these 
guardian reliefs are among the reasons this monastery site has attracted 
scholarly attention since the early twentieth century. Assembled fragments 
show that each terracotta tile, sixty-nine centimeters wide and eighty-six 
centimeters tall, bears an image of a deity seated on two demons, wearing 
armor, and holding a sword or a bow (5gs. 3.12, 3.13, 3.14). 4e 5erce face 
with bulging eyes, big nose, and mustache is believed to have its prototype 
in 5gures from Central Asia.80 4e naturalistic style and Central Asian 
physiognomy reveal that these terracotta images were made in the seventh 
century in the style of Tang Buddhist art.81 Identi5cation of these images 
has been a long-debated issue. Until the recent archaeological excavation, 
they were widely accepted as images of the Four Heavenly Kings.82 4ere 

79 Im Yŏngae (Lim Youngae) , “‘Sŏkkuram Sach’ŏnwang-sang’ ŭi tosang 
kwa Pulgyo kyŏngjŏn” ‘  ’     [4e iconography of 
the “Four Heavenly Kings at Sŏkkuram” and the Buddhist sutra], Kang jwa misulsa 

 37 (2011): 25-26.
80 4is does not mean that these reliefs have a direct connection to Central 

Asian people or art. 
81 Kang Ubang, Wŏnyung kwa chohwa, 182-184. 
82 Kang Ubang’s in-depth study published in 1979 was most in<uential in sup-

porting this identi5cation. Kang Ubang , “Sach’ŏnwang-saji ch’ult’o ch’aeyu 
ch’ŏnwang pujosang ŭi pogwŏnjŏk koch’al: obangsin kwa Sach’ŏnwang-sang ŭi 
chohyŏngjŏk sŭphap hyŏnsang”     

:     [Restorational examination of glazed 
Heavenly Kings relief images excavated from the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site: Formal 
synthesis of the Deities of the Five Directions and the Four Heavenly Kings], 
Misul charyo  25 (1979): 1-46. 4is article was later included in his book, 
Wŏnyung kwa chohwa, 159-201. 



Figure 3.12  Computer so$ware-assisted reconstructed image of Glazed Terracotta Plaque A.
Courtesy of the Gyeongju Research Institute of Cultural Heritage.



Figure 3.13  Computer so#ware-assisted reconstructed image of Glazed Terracotta Plaque B.
Courtesy of the Gyeongju Research Institute of Cultural Heritage.



Figure 3.14  Computer so$ware-assisted reconstructed image of Glazed Terracotta Plaque C.
Courtesy of the Gyeongju Research Institute of Cultural Heritage.





Figure 3.15  Fragment of a stone stele, from the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site.
11.0×55.0×14.0cm. Courtesy of the Gyeongju Research Institute of Cultural Heritage.
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was also an opinion, although less widely accepted, that these terracotta 
images represent the Eight Kinds of Beings (Kr. P’albujung ).83 Sur-
prisingly, the result of the recent archaeological excavation supports nei-
ther of these opinions. 2e excavation instead has revealed that there were 
three kinds of terracotta images. Two sets of the three images were attached 
to each side of the pagoda’s pedestal, and therefore twenty-four images in 
total surrounded the pagoda. 2is puzzling number does not 3t either the 
Four Heavenly Kings or the Eight Kinds of Beings. Following the excava-
tion, Im Yŏngae has convincingly argued that these terracotta images are 
generic guardian deities, which cannot be identi3ed as either Four Heav-
enly Kings or Eight Kinds of Beings.84 She further suggested that they 
should be understood as shenwang , the guardian deities o6en appear-
ing in the Consecration Sutra.85 Im Yŏngae’s new argument is very convinc-
ing, but at the same time there is a possibility that these guardian images, 
although their concept came from the Consecration Sutra, were known 
under the more generic name sinjang  (guardian general or guardian 
deity) among the Silla people who made them. 2e fragment of the stone 
stele excavated from the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site in 2011 also supports this idea, 
because among the several legible letters is included the clearly engraved 
word sinjang (3g. 3.15).86 Although images of sinjang became prevalent in 

83 Mun Myŏngdae, Wŏnŭm kwa chŏkchomi: T’ongil Silla Pulgyo chogaksa yŏn’gu, 
ha :  ( ) [Beauty of the Buddha’s perfect 
voice and wisdom: Research on the history of Buddhist sculpture of the Uni3ed 
Silla 2] (Seoul: Yegyŏng, 2003): 28, 242-244. As Kang Ubang pointed out, however, 
the Eight Kinds of Beings became widespread only a6er the mid-ninth century in 
the Korean peninsula.

84 Im Yŏngae (Lim Youngae) , “Sach’ŏnwang-saji sojosang ŭi chonmyŏng” 
   [Name of the images modeled with clay from the 

Sach’ŏnwang-sa site], Misulsa nondan  27 (2008): 7-37. Im Yŏngae thinks 
that the images of the Four Heavenly Kings, which did not survive, were probably 
enshrined inside the pagoda or main Buddha Hall of this monastery. 

85 In the Consecration Sutra, the Deities of the Five Directions of the Mun-
duru Ritual are one of these shenwangs. Several passages of the seventh fascicle of 
this sutra call them wufang shenwang , Shenwang of Five Directions. T1331, 
21:515b14, b16, c14. 

86 For more about this stele fragment, see Choe Changmi , “Sach’ŏnwang-
saji palgul chosa sŏngkwa wa ch’ujŏng sajŏkpi p’yŏn”    

  [2e achievement of the excavation of the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site and 
the stele fragment inferred to be from the stele of the monastery history], Mokkan 
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later periods, these terracotta images constitute one of the earliest examples 
of sinjang images remaining in Korea. In fact, they are one of three such 
surviving examples from the seventh century: the other two examples are 
the set of eight sinjang images engraved on the bronze reliquary casket 
(ca. 645) from the nine-story pagoda of Hwangnyong-sa and the two sets 
of four sinjang 3gurines inside the niches on the pedestal of the inner reli-
quaries from the Kamŭn-sa twin pagodas (3g. 3.16).87 It is signi3cant that 
these earliest three extant examples of sinjang images are from the three 

kwa muncha   8 (December 2011): 171-184.
87 Im Yŏngae, “Sach’ŏnwang-saji sojosang ŭi chonmyŏng,” 21-22. 

Figure 3.16  Inner reliquary, from the east pagoda of Kamŭn-sa (detail).
Courtesy of the National Museum of Korea.
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major state-protection monasteries of Silla. 1is strongly suggests that 
under the speci2c context of the seventh century these images of sinjang, 
which did not have speci2c iconographic features but looked similar to the 
Four Heavenly Kings, were also generally related to state protection. 1is 
was probably because the iconographic di3erence between sinjang and the 
Four Heavenly Kings was not fully understood in the seventh century when 
the iconography of the Four Heavenly Kings as divine state protectors was 
newly introduced to Silla. 

1e most notable archaeological remains at this monastery site that 
may have a direct connection with the Munduru Ritual, however, are 
unique stone installations placed behind the main Buddha hall site. 1ere 

Figure 3.17  West stone remains behind the main Buddha hall site at the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site. 
Courtesy of the Gyeongju Research Institute of Cultural Heritage.
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are two sets of mysterious stone remains, facing each other in the east and 
the west, placed in this monastery’s courtyard between the main Buddha 
hall and the lecture hall sites (1gs. 3.17, 3.18). Together with the main Bud-
dha hall and paired pagodas to the south of the main hall, these two sets 
of stone remains create an almost mandalic monastery ground plan, one 
unprecedented in the Korean peninsula (1g. 3.19).88 Each stone installation 

88 Some scholars have argued that this monastery plan is related to a Buddhist 
mandala. For example, see Kim Sangt’ae (Kim Sang-Tae)  and Pak Ŏngon 
(Park Eon-Kon) , “Sach’ŏnwang-sa ŭi milgyojŏk tŭksŏng e kwanhan yŏn’gu” 

     [Research about the esoteric Buddhist features 

Figure 3.18  East stone remains behind the main Buddha hall site at the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site. 
Courtesy of the Gyeongju Research Institute of Cultural Heritage.
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consists of twelve pieces of square stone, whose width and length are about 
ninety centimeters long. 1e twelve stones are neatly arranged to form a 
square ground plan. In the center of each stone is a round hole, twenty-two 
centimeters wide and twenty-three centimeters deep. Surrounding the hole 
is a raised square form. Diagonal lines connect each corner of this square 
with the corresponding corner of the stone (2g. 3.20). As architectural his-
torians Fujishima Gaijirō and Ko Yusŏp pointed out during the Japanese 
colonial period, the shape of these stones di7ers from that of ordinary base 
stones for pagodas found in Korea, which typically show few decorations.89 
For example, they are markedly di7erent from the contemporaneous 
stone bases of the twin pagodas at Sach’ŏnwang-sa (2g. 3.21) and those of 
the above-mentioned nine-story wooden pagoda at Hwangnyong-sa. 1e 
twelve holes in these stone installations are not relic crypts not only because 
they are too small but also because a relic crypt usually appears only in the 
central stone supporting the heart pillar. 

In his articles published in 1996 and 2002, Chang Ch’ungsik argued 
that these trimmed stones were not bases for wooden architecture, but the 
tansŏk  or remains of the ritual platform for the Munduru Ritual men-
tioned in the Samguk yusa (key point 8).90 Chang Ch’ungsik suggested, 

of Sach’ŏnwang-sa], Taehan kŏnch’uk hakhoe nonmunjip  24, 
no. 2 (2004): 151-158.

89 Fujishima Gaijirō  “Chōsen kenchiku shiron, sono ichi” 
( ) [Historical essay on Korean architecture 1], Kenchiku zasshi  

530 (1930): 255-329; reprinted in Chosŏn koch’uk saron (Seoul: Kyŏngin Munhwasa, 
1982): 59-60; Ko Yusŏp , Chosŏn t’app’a ŭi yŏn’gu   [Research 
on Korean pagodas] (Seoul: Ŭryu Munhwasa, 1954): 11-12. Chang Ch’ungsik also 
agrees that these stones were not base stones for wooden pagodas. See his “Silla Nang-
san yujŏk ŭi che munje (Ι): Sach’ŏnwang-saji rŭl chungsimŭro”   

 (Ι):   [Various problems of Silla’s cultural remains at Mount 
Nang 1: Focusing on the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site], Silla munhwaje haksul palp’yohoe non-
munjip  17 (1996): 15-36. Before Chang Ch’ungsik’s 
1996 article, following colonial-period scholars’ suggestions, many people believed that 
these stones were ruins of twin sutra pavilions (Kr. kyŏngnu ), or a paired sutra 
pavilion and bell pavilion (Kr. chongnu ). But there is no concrete evidence sup-
porting such beliefs. In his 1930 article, Fujishima Gaijirō wrote that he was the 2rst 
person to argue that these stones were sutra pavilion sites, but at the same time he 
admitted that there is no single convincing explanation for the function of these stones. 

90 Chang Ch’ungsik, “Silla Nangsan yujŏk ŭi chemunje (Ι),” 15-36; Chang 
Ch’ungsik, “Silla Sach’ŏnwang-saji tansŏk ŭi koch’al”     
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Figure 3.19  Ground plan of Sach’ŏnwang-sa revealed a%er excavation.
Courtesy of the Gyeongju Research Institute of Cultural Heritage.
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Figure 3.20  Stone remains at the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site (detail).
Courtesy of Ahn Jangheon.
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based on the seventh fascicle of the Consecration Sutra, that the holes in 
these stones were used to insert round pieces of wood (Kr. wŏnmok ), 
or logs, inscribed with the names of the Deities of the Five Directions and 
their retinues. As explained above, these inscribed logs serving as thauma-
turgic seals are called “Munduru” in this ritual, and the name of this rit-
ual comes from these wooden seals. Chang Ch’ungsik also suggested that 
the number of the stones in each stone installation symbolized the twelve 
Yoga monks who performed the Munduru Ritual under the direction of 
the monk Myŏngnang. 2is new suggestion has been positively accepted 
among many scholars. 2e interim excavation report of 2012, while await-
ing complete excavation of the stone installations, identi5es these two stone 
remains as “sites inferred to be ritual platforms.”91 

While waiting for the complete excavation result to be published by the 
Gyeongju National Research Institute of Cultural Heritage, I want to add 

[Examination of the ritual platform at Sach’ŏnwang-sa from Silla], Pulgyo hakpo 
 39 (2002): 7-23.

91 . See Kungnip Kyŏngju Munhwajae Yŏn’guso, Sach’ŏnwang-sa, 
82-86. 

Figure 3.21  Stone bases of the east pagoda at the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site.
Courtesy of the Gyeongju Research Institute of Cultural Heritage.





Figure 3.22  Twin pagodas of Kamŭn-sa (view from the north side of the monastery site),
Yangbung-myŏn, Kyŏngju. Silla, ca. 682. Courtesy of Ha Jigwon.
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a few observations that reinforce Chang Ch’ungsik’s suggestion. In addition 
to the unusual decorations on these stones, their arrangement also indicates 
that they were not base stones for a typical wooden structure. In traditional 
East Asian timber architecture, the basic spatial unit is the bay de1ned by 
two pillars. If the twelve stones served as bases for wooden architecture, the 
structure would have been a three-by-three-bay building. 2e space between 
two stones in these installations, however, is about sixty-four centimeters, 
too narrow to form one bay for a normal wooden building. 2e sixty-four-
centimeter distance between stones is even shorter than the length of each 
stone that forms these stone remains. Also strange is that, unlike in a nor-
mal pagoda or building site, only a few base stones were found inside the 
square ground plan (compare 1gs. 3.17 and 3.18 and 1g. 3.21). It is di6cult to 
1nd similarly arranged stones at monastery sites elsewhere. 2is means that 
either a special wooden structure having an unusual form was built above 
these stones, or there was no wooden building at all. Additionally, the size 
of the small wooden log on which the names of the deities were written, 
explained in the Consecration Sutra, is noteworthy. In the sutra, Indra asks 
the Buddha, “What should be the length and breadth of the Munduru 
(mudrā) made of round pieces of wood?” and the Buddha answers, “2e 
length and breadth [should be] seven fen by seven fen.”92 In modern units 
of measurement, one fen  is about 3.03 centimeters, and seven fen is about 
21.21 centimeters. Interestingly, a small log about twenty-one centimeters 
tall and twenty-one centimeters wide would exactly 1t into the holes on the 
stones forming the two stone remains at the Sach’ŏnwang-sa site (1g. 3.20). 
Were wooden logs inscribed with deities’ names inserted into the stones? 
Were superstructures of some kind enshrining the inscribed wooded pieces 
built over the stone? Although details regarding the usage of these myste-
rious stones remain as yet unclear, these unprecedented stone installations 
from the Silla period at least suggest that this monastery was designed to 

92  . T1331, 21:515b18. Strickmann trans-
lated the phrase “qiqifen”  in the Buddha’s answer to “7 inches by 0.7 inch,” 
but I see no reason to interpret the second qi , which simply means seven, as 0.7. 
Michel Strickmann, Chinese Magical Medicine, 134. Chang Ch’ungsik suggested 
that qiqifen means seven multiplied by seven, hence 49 fen, which is about 148 
centimeters. Chang Ch’ungsik, “Silla Sach’ŏnwang-saji tansŏk ŭi koch’al,” 15. From 
reading the entire fascicle, however, one can understand that this round wooden 
object is a seal (mudrā) placed on the chest of a sick person during the ritual (

 ). A forty-nine-inch long log would be too heavy to 
place on a sick person’s chest.
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have a special function that other contemporaneous Korean monasteries 
did not have. As Koichi Shinohara pointed out to me, the word toryang 

/  in the phrase “install a ritual space ” implies that the rit-
ual space had a certain kind of esoteric ritual altar. In the seventh century, 
painted mandalas to be hung over ritual altars had yet to appear, but man-
dalas painted on the ground for ritual practice or mandalas as ritual altars 
already existed.93 It is plausible that these stone installations arranged in 
mandalic format were the ritual altar/platform mentioned in the Samguk 
yusa passage,94 and that, as Chang Ch’ungsik suggested, the “ritual plat-
form” Iryŏn saw at this monastery in the thirteenth century consisted of 
these stone installations (key point 8). 

Reliquary Reminiscence of the Ritual
Now we will brie5y examine the inner reliquary excavated from the east 

pagoda of Kamŭn-sa, since it can serve as visual evidence to connect this 
ritual with King Munmu (key point 3). Kamŭn-sa, one of the three major 
state-protection monasteries of Silla, as mentioned above, is also a fortu-
nate case in which archaeological data as well as relatively reliable textual 
records have survived. 7e archaeological remains of Kamŭn-sa, which still 
retains its three-story twin pagodas made of stone (8g. 3.22), are located in 
present-day Yongdang-ni , Yangbung-myŏn in Kyŏngju. 7e 
8rst excavation of the Kamŭn-sa site was conducted in 1959 by the National 
Museum of Korea with the 8nancial support of the Harvard-Yenching 
Institute (8gs. 3.23, 3.24).95 7is was the 8rst modern archaeological excava-
tion conducted by Korean archaeologists.

Fortunately, the Samguk yusa includes a quotation from an epigraph 
from Kamŭn-sa. It explains that King Munmu initiated the construction 
of this monastery but passed away in 681 before its completion, and his 
son King Sinmun (r. 681-692) completed the construction for his father 

93 I appreciate Koichi Shinohara’s comments on this. For more about early “eso-
teric” Buddhism in East Asia, see his “7e All-gathering Ma ala Initiation Cer-
emony in Atikūa’s Collected Dhāra ī Scriptures: Reconstructing the Evolution of 
Esoteric Buddhist Ritual,” Journal Asiatique 298, no. 2 (2010): 389-420.

94 In East Asian languages, the plural form and the singular form are o>en 
undi?erentiated. So the tansŏk in the Samguk yusa can be either singular or plural. 

95 For the excavation report, see Yun Mubyŏng (Youn Moo-byong)  and 
Kim Chaewŏn , Kamŭn-saji palgul chosa pogosŏ   
[Excavation report of Kamŭn-sa site] (Seoul: Ŭryu Munhwasa, 1961): 1-202.
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Figure 3.23  Kamŭn-sa site before excavation. Courtesy of Youn Moo-byong.
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one year a1er King Munmu’s death. As a result, King Munmu became 
the patron as well as dedicatee of this monastery.96 3e beginning half of 
the quotation reads:

Sajunggi97 says that King Munmu wanted to quell the Japanese mili-
tary. 3erefore he began to construct this monastery. He passed away 

96 Based on the location of the monastery and the records in the Samguk 
sagi, the o4cial history of the 3ree Kingdoms, some scholars have suggested 
that Kamŭn-sa served as wŏndang , or a commemorative monastery, of King 
Munmu. Yi Yŏngho , Kim Ch’angho , and Kim Wŏnju , “Silla 
sŏngjŏn sawŏn ŭi sŏngnip”    [Establishment of Silla’s sŏng jŏn 
monastery], Silla munhwajae haksul palp’yo taehoe nonmunjip  

 14 (1993): 247-288. 
97 As discussed earlier in this chapter, records of this type are epigraphic data 

collected from monasteries. 

Figure 3.24  Archaeologist Youn Moo-byong (Yun Mubyŏng ) examining a %gurine 
excavated from the west pagoda of Kamŭn-sa. Courtesy of Youn Moo-byong.





Figure 3.25  Underground space under the main hall of Kamŭn-sa,
photograph from the excavation in 1959. Courtesy of Youn Moo-byong.
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Figure 3.26  Outer reliquary, from the west pagoda of Kamŭn-sa. Silla, ca. 682.
31.0×18.8×18.8cm. Courtesy of the National Museum of Korea. 
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before completing [the monastery], and became a dragon in the sea. 
His son [King] Sinmun ascended to the throne and completed [the 
construction of Kamŭn-sa] in the second year of the reign of Kaiyao 

 (682). [King Sinmun] had a hole opened toward the east under 
the stone steps of the main Buddha hall. It was a preparation for the 
dragon to enter the monastery and coil itself up . . .98

, , , , 
, . , . 

98 Samguk yusa 2: “Manp’asikchŏk,” Yŏkchu Samguk yusa, 2:45.

Figure 3.27  Inner reliquary, from the west pagoda of Kamŭn-sa (without the canopy part).
 Silla, ca. 682. Courtesy of the National Museum of Korea.
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Figure 3.28  Outer reliquary, from the east pagoda of Kamŭn-sa. Silla, ca. 682.
30.2×18.9×18.9cm. Courtesy of the National Museum of Korea.
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Although parts of this record are closer to myth than history, espe-
cially the story about the dragon, surprisingly the 1959 excavation of the 
Kamŭn-sa site discovered a mysterious underground space under the main 
hall (3g. 3.25), which conforms to the space that was prepared to invite the 
dragon reincarnation of King Munmu to the monastery recorded in the 
above quotation.99 6e excavation of 1959 also found an unprecedentedly 

99 Yun Mubyŏng and Kim Chaewŏn, Kamŭn-saji palgul chosa pogosŏ, 3-4, 
19-28; Kungnip Kyŏngju Munhwajae Yŏn’guso  [Gyeongju 
National Research Institute of Cultural Heritage], Kamŭn-sa palgul chosa pogosŏ 

  [Excavation report of Kamŭn-sa], (Kyŏngju: Kungnip 

Figure 3.29  Inner reliquary, from the east pagoda of Kamŭn-sa. Silla, ca. 682.
18.8×14.6×14.6cm. Courtesy of the National Museum of Korea.
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sophisticated reliquary set from the west pagoda (1gs 3.26, 3.27). A match-
ing reliquary set was discovered from the east pagoda in 1996 during the 
pagoda restoration (1gs. 3.28, 3.29).100 

The complete reliquary sets, which have unique and complicated 
design, will be the subject of a separate publication. What is relevant 
for the discussion in this chapter is the inner reliquary from the east 
pagoda of Kamŭn-sa. The design of this exquisite inner reliquary, espe-
cially that of the eight figurines on its pedestal, is unique and is not seen 
anywhere else in East Asia. The reliquary has an architectural form in 
which four pillars on a high platform support a canopy. On the plat-
form, eight figurines surround the relic container placed in the center 
(fig. 3.30). Among the eight figurines, the four standing in each of the 
four corners of the platform are figures of monks. Despite their tiny size, 
ranging from 2.8 to 3.2 centimeters tall, these monk figurines have fas-
cinating details, including especially their hand gestures and the objects 
in their hands. The one in the southeast corner holds an object similar 
to the ritual apparatus vajra.101 The monk in the southwest corner also 
holds an unidentifiable object. The one in the northwest forms a varada 
mudrā with his left hand, but the object that was initially inserted in 
the hole of his right hand is now lost. The northeastern monk is secretly 
hiding his left hand in his robe under his right hand. These intentionally 
differentiated hand gestures and ritual objects show that the artisan put 
special emphasis on these details to imply that the monks are performing 
a certain kind of ritual action. One more detail to note is that these four 
monk figurines do not fit any known Buddhist iconography. In Bud-
dhist art, the most frequently appearing monk images are those of young 
Ᾱnanda and old Kāśyapa, the two disciples of the Śākyamuni Buddha; 
the ten disciples of the Buddha; and arhat images often made in sets of 
sixteen, eighteen, or five hundred. 

Kyŏngju Munhwajae Yŏn’guso, 2009): 221-222. 
100 For the excavation report of the reliquary sets from the east pagoda of 

Kamŭn-sa, see Kungnip Munhwajae Yŏn’guso Misul Kongye Yŏn’gusil 
  [Research Team on Art and Cra= at the National Cultural 

Properties Research Institute], Kamŭnsaji tong samch’ŭng sŏkt’ap sari changŏm 
    [Reliquaries from the east pagoda of the Kamŭn-sa site] 

(Seoul: Kungnip Munhwajae Yŏn’guso, 2010): 1-235.
101 For the drawing showing details of these four monk 1gurines, see Kungnip 

Munhwajae Yŏn’guso Misul Kongye Yŏn’gusil, Kamŭnsaji tong samch’ŭng sŏkt’ap 
sari changŏm, 103, Drawing 2.
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What is even more unique is that these four monks are grouped 
together in this reliquary with four guardian 1gurines. Standing between 
the monks, the four guardian 1gurines, wearing scale armor and holding 
weapons, are positioned in the four cardinal directions of the reliquary’s 
platform.102 Taking a closer look, we see halos behind the guardians’ heads, 
indicating that they are not ordinary human beings but some sort of deities. 
4e small pagoda in the hand of the northern guardian indeed indicates 
that these four 1gurines are the Four Heavenly Kings. A small pagoda is the 
most distinctive attribute of Vaiśrava a, the Northern Heavenly King. In 
fact, images of the Four Heavenly Kings from Kamŭn-sa are the earliest sur-
viving example of these deities in the Korean peninsula.103 In short, both 
the images of four monks and the Four Heavenly Kings are unprecedented 
in previous reliquaries of the Korean peninsula, and the iconography 
grouping them together into a set is seen only in this Kamŭn-sa reliquary. 

4is unique design reveals that the reliquary 1gurines were not made 
by simply following a previous visual tradition or known iconography. 
What would have triggered creation of this unique design, if it did not 
come from preexisting visual models? Considering that this reliquary is 
from Kamŭn-sa, built by and dedicated to King Munmu, the strong reso-
nance between the Munduru Ritual and reliquary design is all the more 
signi1cant. As the readers of this chapter may already have noticed, this 
reliquary design has an uncanny resonance with the Munduru Ritual as 
examined above. As explained in the Samguk yusa, a group of Yoga monks 
led by Myŏngnang performed the Munduru Ritual using the statue of the 
Deity of Five Directions. 4e term “Yoga monks” in this context means 
monks who practice mantra (Buddhist incantation), mudrā, and mandala 
(visualization).104 4e monk 1gurines in the reliquary are forming mudrā, 
and some even seem to have slightly open mouths as if they are reciting 
incantations. 4e Deities of the Five Directions, as explained in the Conse-
cration Sutra, take the form of guardian deities wearing armor and carrying 

102 For images showing details of these four 1gurines, see Kungnip Munhwajae 
Yŏn’guso Misul Kongye Yŏn’gusil, Kamŭn-saji tong samch’ŭng sŏkt’ap sari changŏm, 
99, Plate 1.

103 Im Yŏngae, “Sŏkkuram Sach’ŏnwang-sang ŭi tosang kwa Pulgyo kyŏngjŏn,” 
25-26. Im Yŏngae thinks that Sach’ŏnwang-sa had images of the Four Heavenly 
Kings but that they did not survive. 

104 See footnote 13 of this chapter.  Mantra, mudrā, and visualization are also impor-
tant in the Munduru Ritual explained in the seventh chapter of the Consecration Sutra. 



Figure 3.30  Figurines of the inner 
reliquary (detail), from the east 
pagoda of Kamŭn-sa. Courtesy of 
the National Museum of Korea.
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weapons.105 What is particularly relevant here is Kang Ubang’s argument 
that the shape of the Deities of the Five Directions was probably mod-
eled a2er that of the Four Heavenly Kings at Sach’ŏnwang-sa.106 Accord-
ing to him, the Munduru Ritual in the Consecration Sutra, which assimi-
lated indigenous East Asian religious practices into Buddhism, promoted 
the synthesis of Silla’s indigenous religion with Buddhism. In the process, 
religious arts also re5ected such synthesis, and the Deities of the Five Direc-
tions, which retained the nature of the indigenous religion, were visualized 
in the form of the Four Heavenly Kings. In the Consecration Sutra, Indra 
indeed promises that the Four Heavenly Kings will protect this Munduru 
Ritual of the Deities of the Five Directions.107 

I would not want to argue that these 7gurines faithfully represent the 
Munduru Ritual. Rather, the design of the reliquary responded to contem-
poraneous religio-political events and was inspired by the Munduru Rit-
ual. Although it is not a faithful representation of the Munduru Ritual, the 
reliquary clearly borrowed motifs from the Munduru Ritual, a ritual per-
formed during the reign of King Munmu for the sake of the state, in order 
to symbolize state protection.

Conclusion 

In this postmodern era, many historians acknowledge that complete 
and objective reconstruction of the past is an impossible task. Study of 
ancient history and art in any culture involves a certain level of speculation 
and interpretation. While keeping in mind the limits of modern knowledge 
of the past, in this chapter I attempted to open up the possibility of pro-
ductively using the Samguk yusa through an interdisciplinary approach to 
the text, using archaeological data as well as intertextual readings. Careful 
“understanding” of ancient Korean Buddhist history obtained through an 
interdisciplinary approach that neither simply ignores nor naively trusts the 
value of the Samguk yusa as a meaningful historical source, I believe, can 
add more depth to our prior conceptions of Korean Buddhist history.108 

As a stepping-stone to new approaches to the Samguk yusa, this chap-
ter takes an interdisciplinary approach to its passage about the Munduru 

105 T1331, 21:515c.
106 Kang Ubang, Wŏnyung kwa chohwa, 190-197. 
107 T1331, 21:516a.
108 In Korean history, the time before Koryŏ is o2en categorized as ancient his-

tory (Kr. kodaesa ).
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Ritual to provide a case study. Inspection of external texts and relevant 
archaeological materials suggests that it is highly probable that this early 
“esoteric” ritual was actually performed during the Silla period under King 
Munmu’s reign, and that this ritual practice also served to shape one char-
acteristic of later Korean esoteric Buddhism, in which early “esoteric” ritual 
mixed with Daoist tradition was patronized by the royal court as late as the 
01eenth century. 2is chapter has also shown that the religious art of Uni-
0ed Silla sensitively responded to its socio-religious environment. 

2is chapter represents an endeavor to connect not just the present 
and the past but also Western Buddhologists and Korean art historians. 
Communication between modern scholars and premodern materials 3ows 
only in one direction—scholars can only make educated inferences using 
fragmentary or mute data; this relationship will necessarily remain one-
sided, but the relationship among scholars from di4ering disciplines and 
regions is something we can work to develop further. Prominent scholars 
of Korean Buddhism, such as Henrik H. Sørensen, have already discussed 
Buddhist art and architecture in their own scholarship, but I hope that a 
growing number of scholars of Korean Buddhism will more actively engage 
archaeological and art-historical materials in their future studies. 2rough 
the cross-disciplinary and interregional approach I have conducted in this 
chapter, we can collaborate in drawing a more vivid and accurate picture of 
socio-religious activities in early Korea.109

109 Using visuals can also produce interesting and new types of studies of Korean 
Buddhist history for later periods, including modern times, as recent works by young 
scholars with mixed disciplinary backgrounds have demonstrated. Today more young 
scholars have o6cial training in both Korean art history and Korean Buddhism, such 
as Dr. Se-Woong Koo and Dr. Maya Kerstin Stiller. I look forward to the new genera-
tion of scholars’ contributions to the 0elds of both art history and Buddhology. 


